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MINUTES

VOLUME XXXIV
, SEPTEMBER 1982 TO JUNE 1984

THE 1981-1982 YEAR IN REVIEW
It was quite a year.
We met 39 times -- 36 regular meetings, a 132nd anniversary
gala, a holiday celebration and the year-end party.
There were 1,894 members in attendance (18 less than in
the previous year) and we had 142 guests (v. 152 in the previous
year). This adds up to a grand total of 2,036 in attendance. The
average meetings attendance was 52.21 (v. the previous year's 52.923).
We heard 53 papers on a variety of subjects. As usual,
the emphasis was on history with 14 papers in this category. Next
came personal experiences- 13 papers (three of them on war experiences);
literary subjects - 6 papers; biographies - 5 papers; philosophy - 3
papers; fiction - 3 papers; scientific - 2 papers; sociology - 2
papers; political - 2 papers; whimsey - 2 papers; 1 paper was in
poetry and 1 paper a satire; 1 paper on music and 1 on spiritualism.
Sam Pogue's paper "Notes" had the shortest title. Bob
Kalthoff's "Going Gently Into That Great Night, He Raged" was the
longest.
There were no deaths··'l

d~ gratias!!

Randolph 1. Wadsworth and Robert D. Van Fossen were made
honorary members. Robert Mulligan, S.J. moved to St. Louis and was
accorded associate membership.
In another dull but speedy election, Robert Hilton was
chosen President; John Diehl, Vice President; William Sullivan,
Secretary; George Rieveschl, Treasurer; Thomas Gephardt, Clerk;
and Louis Prince, Trustee.
Elliott Palmer lead us through a lovely year and still
had time for a China trip. He got out just in time to avoid
Woody Garber's announcement of major building expenditures and
Russell Cook's decision to turn in his cap and badge as steward.
(The full effect of both these announcements will be felt in the
year to come.)
So there you are -- another year of fine papers and
good fellowship. It was my privilege to record both.
Respectfully submitted,

LJ.J.k.._ Q~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary

l4INUTES OF MEETING
September 20, 1982
The meeting opened up the Club's 133rd year with President
Robert Hilton presiding and 54 members present. There were no guests.
Paper, "Barcelona, Oh" written and read by Miner Raymond.
Don't "ho hum" Barcelona in Miner's presence. To him it
is one of the world's great cities and he writes his paper to prove
it.
Founded by the Phoenecians in the 4th century B.C.,
Barcelona has a predilection for commerce which it has continued
to exploit. The Greeks and Romans added their cultures without
subduing its ebullient spirit although in misjudging Franco's
strength Barcelona lost the political autonomy it had gained over
the centuries.
The Barcelonians' love of music and painting and architecture account for its extended music seasons, museums and the
fabulous creations of Gaudi. (His Church of the Holy Family
still unfinished -- has to be seen to be believed.)
Walking is the way to see Barcelona -- walking its
giant boulevards, lovely plazas and courtyards and the Medieval
City.
And the food! Rich, imaginative and well prepared, no
matter where. Miner's description of a heavy-duty, trencherman
dinner causes the reader to salivate.
, I

Barcelona? 0-o-o-o-h!!!
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A fine first paper.

v.

Jonathan Aug signed the official register as our
newest member.
President Hilton gratefully acknowledged Walter Langsam's
gift to the library of his book, At the University of Cincinnati,
1955-1971.
Trustee Louis Prince introduced our new steward, Robert
Dressler, who was roundly welcomed. Robert is being introduced .
to his responsibilities by Russell Cook during the last two meet1ngs
in September.
John Diehl gave the highlights of his final treasurer's
report, and the membership did not await the audit conm1ittee's
findings to applaud John's long service.
Respectfully submitted,
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
September 27, 1982
President Robert Hilton presiding.
no guests. Budget read by Thomas Gephardt.

53 members present,

"Albert" written by Rollin Workman.
Albert could see and speak with ghosts -- a talent which
had enabled him to solve mysterious drawer openings in the home
of friends as well as the tampering with dishes in his own.
His reputation spread and he was called to help a family
who had just moved into an Avondale home only to find that their
dog would not go into the basement
indeed, urinating every time
he passed the door to the cellar.
Albert investigated and, sure enough, found a ghost -male, Jewish and the former owner. For 45 years he had stayed
around nursing a grievance because he had not been given a memorial
service. Albert made a deal -- memorial service and immediate
withdrawal. The memorial service was duly held but the dog continued to urinate at the door. Again Albert talked with the ghost.
It seemed there were two unsatisfactory aspects of the service -the Rabbi was a woman and she had mispronounced three Hebrew words.
Albert lost his patience -- a deal was a deal -- the family had
done as promised and the ghost's objections were trivial. Eventually
his uncharacteristic passion prevailed; the ghost acquiesced and
almost immediately disappeared from sight.
As Albert climbed the basement stairs, the family dog
ame half way down to meet him. Since then he has urinated only
in the neighbor's bushes.
"Crackers" written by Thomas Gephardt.
The "Graham" behind the cracker was a stern and fiercely
driven Sylvester Graham. He was the vigorous proponent of several
extreme positions on diet -- no meat; only grain foods; water as
the only fit drink for man; personal cleanliness; ample outdoor
exercise; and the proper control of the passions. (Sexual activity
had its place only in marriage and then only sparingly.)
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Graham made thousands of converts through the country
and Boston and New York had boarding houses inhabited by young
men eager for sound nutrition and the conquest of lust.
A century and a half later, Graham's s~irit march7s.on
-- still emphasizing the perils of luxury; of sl1pshod nutr1t1on;
,,'

uncleanliness; and unbridled lasciviousness. With considerable
success, cleanliness today is a national obsession; countless
zealots shrink from eating meat; exercise is the order of the day
for millions; even the Graham cracker prospers.
It would seem that Sylvester Graham failed only as an
apostle of chastity. Oh well, you can't win them all.
"The Great Soochow Pedicab Race" written by Charles
Long.
Charles gives us an interesting account of his recent
China pilgrimage -- in the company of Roger Clark, Ethan Stanley
and Jim Kennedy's wife, Frances.
The paper centers on Soochow, a small city about the
size of Cincinnati. We travel its broad avenues, lovely gardens,
learn of its history since 514 B.C.; and sense its present bustling
commercialism.
The government guides were excellent but ubiquitous
and Charles and many of the tour group felt as though they were
in kind of a moving ghetto. They found themselves continually
playing a kind of game -- break away from the group and do something of their own choice.
And they did! One night, for $2.00 a person, they
engaged a group of moonlighting pedicab drivers for a one-hour
tour of the northwest quadrant of the city.
The start was smooth and slow, but, as the drivers
warmed to their tasks, the tour turned into a mad race through
the city. Weaving and lurching through milling throngs, the
pace picked up. There were no safety belts and the riders were
panting in excitement or dismay. Miraculously and precisely on
the hour they were back at their hotel -- both elated and
strangely quiet. Charles does recall Roger Clark remarking
as he discounted-- "Sic Transit Pedicabus."
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Respectfully submitted,

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
October 4, 1982
President Robert Hilton presiding. 53 members present,
no guests. Paper, "Migration, Messages and Magnetism" written and
read by Stanley Troup.
The earth is a great magnet with north and south poles;
this magnetic force helps make possible the purposeful migration
of animals, birds, and man; all beings are in constant movement
which contains significant messages.
This is the bare skeleton of Stanley's paper. He fleshes
it out with fascinating examples of how magnetism influences
navigation; of the almost unbelievable migratory habits of birds,
and fishes, animals and men; and of the variety of reasons why
people and creatures are forever on the move.
From chinook salmon to the great whale, from famine,
political and religious intolerance, from the need to propagate,
Stanley concludes an impressive paper with an impressive thought
we are, throughout nature, very much alike.
Through an oversight, responsibility for which was
shared by President and Secretary, the minutes for September
were not read. They are promised for the meeting of October 11,
1982.

1.
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Robert Dressler, the Club's new steward, began his
stewardship with a tour-de-force at the evening's repast. It
ranged from pate to freshly baked spice cake and was a gustatory
success. Only the treasurer had a misgiving -- what will it
do to our food budget?
Respectfully submitted,

/jdk-._
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
October 11, 1982
President Robert Hilton presided. 52 members were present,
3 guests. Paper "One Year" written and read by Douglas M. Mansfield.
Doug's year of service in Korea as a cryptanalyst for the
National Service Agency makes for another interesting paper on the
war experiences of a Literary Club member.
Cryptanalysis involves the attempt to break codes and
provide military intelligence with the contents of enemy communications -- it is a very complex business.
Interestingly, it was the Arabs in the 7th century who
added cryptology to their contributions to the Western World in
mathematics and medicine.
For 21-year-old Douglas, the creating and deciphering of
codes was a heady experience -- each day brought new and different
challenges and responsibilities. It is no wonder Doug takes such
pride and sense of accomplishment from that year in Korea -- and
no wonder that he is so pleased that his older sons have chosen
a similar course.
In the business meeting that following, the minutes
for September and the first October meeting were read. After
correction of the number of guests at two of the meetings, and
the inclusion of the full names of Walter Langsam's book, they
were accepted.
Respectfully submitted,
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
October 18, 1982
President Robert Hilton presided .. 55 members were present,
3 guests. Paper "The Boys of Springtown" written and read by
Gordon A. Christenson.
Gordon's paper is a trilogy.
First an account of the adventures of a group of boys in
a small western town. In this connection he tells a very touching
story of swans which has a "Lady or The Tiger" twist.
Secondly, it is an interesting account of polygamous life
among the Mormon settlers. Gordon wonders if polygamy was purely
a frontier .phenomenon that ended when the American frontier did.
Lastly, it was a perceptive analysis of frontier life
when land and resources were abundant. Economically, frontier
life brought about a new distribution of wealth. Politically,
democracy and equality emerged from the frontier wilderness -they worked better than the feudal hierarchy of Europe. In
religion, the Great Frontier opened God's space to direct individual experience. And socially the struggle to survive on the
frontier bred strong individuals and close-knit families.
The "Boys of Springtown" surely grew up in the midst
of epochal changes.
Respectfully submitted,
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF 133RD ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
October 25, 1982
Seventy-three members and five guests of President Hilton
(who generously relieved the Club of the latter's expense) assembled
in the clubrooms to celebrate our 133rd anniversary. It was a
fitting celebration.
At dinner time, all present were at concert pitch. Victor
Reichert invoked blessings on the occasion; Woody Garber gave an
instructive discourse with each wine serving; the food was good
and plentiful; Eslie Asbury and President Hilton read papers (more
on this later); and Charles Long gave the benediction. There was
only one minor mishap -- owing to the current economy program, the
supply of cigars was limited and ran out before Tom Gephardt could
be served.
Now for the papers.
"The Club and the Anniversary Dinner One Hundred Years
Ago" written and read by Eslie Asbury.
The "Cincinnati Commercial" carried a full account of the
October 28, 1882, 33rd anniversary dinner of the Club. The affair
lasted from seven until twelve and the papers (eight of them read
by President Wilby), replete with history, humor and wit, were
received with great applause and dignified meriment~ Lloyd
Johnson, an exslave and long-time Club factotum, laid on the dinner
for the 69 present.
Eslie goes on to tell us that at that time Chester A.
Arthur was President of the United States, William Means the
Mayor of Cincinnati and John L. Sullivan world heavyweight
champion.
William Howard Taft, Assistant Prosecutor of Hamilton
County, read a paper advocating that families headed by a widow,
or unheaded by an absent father, be put on welfare so that
children could attend school and not be forced to go to work.
oscar Wilde and Felix Adler were among the 150 guests
in 1882.
These and other delightful examples from a hundred years
ago contributed greatly to the enjoyment of our 133rd anniversary
celebration.
"For the
Hilton.
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of The Order" written and read by Robert
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The "Vice President's Book" is a compilation of four
gospels according to Bertrand Smith, Charles Adams, Edward Merkel
and Eslie Asbury. It is, in Ed Merkel's words, "semi-literate
reference work on the duties, practices, traditions, observances
and rituals of the officers, trustees and members of a peculiar
institution. 11
Bob cites and comments upon many chapters and verse of
this "Bible 11 and the result is an entertaining crosssection of
Club memorabilia. For example -- the funeral in our clubhouse
of benefactor Lawrence Carr; William Werner's prescient advice to
new members; and the events surrounding the purchase of our
present quarters.
President Hilton concludes with an exercise of his
presidential right to speak his mind. He urges the reader of
a paper to:
1.

Speak up as to be heard in the last row;

2.

Remember that this is a "Literary" club;

3.

Bear in mind that, regardless of the
announced subject, the paper is always
telling about himself;

4.

Avoid travelogues as he would the plague;

5.

Try something new.

No one in the audience would agree with Bob that his paper was the
"ego trip of a babbling, self-centered old scribbler." (And neither
did you, Bob.)
Respectfully submitted,
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Secretary
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MINUTES OF ~iEETING

November 1, 1982
President Robert Hilton presided. 57 members were present,
5 guests. Paper "Life and Lift" written and read by John s. Rue.
From his early years, John had one recurring dream
involving flying, but he still cannot tell why he used his G.I.
bill to pursue a course in it.
Flying !X)Wered aircraft palled, however, and in time he
lost interest and stayed on the ground with few regrets.
Ten years later he found new life in the lift of a sail
plane, and therein lies his story.
John has all the earmarks of a good teacher
he knows
his subject, explains it clearly and kindles interest in and
enthusiasm for it.
It was fun to launch with John at the controls of his
Blanik; exciting to seek out and use the thermals; skin tingling
to soar in silence with a hawk at your wingtip.
Lift, to John, means life.

He looks forward to lots

of both.

:I

Respectfully submitted,
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
November 8, 1982

3 guests.

President Robert Hilton presided. 56 members were present,
Paper "The Pathfinders" written and read by Louis Nippert.

The "Pathfinders" were a unit of the Troop Carrier and
Airborne program whose function was to precede troop-carrying
planes and guide them to their drop and glider-landing zones.
Louis describes its formation, the early training in
Sicily and the various techniques and services rendered the airborne troops who followed and relied upon them.
He livens his paper with several incidents while in the
Kairouan, Africa, theatre, and concludes with a recital of the
great contributions of the Pathfinders to the successful invasion
of the continent.
A sound amplification system would have made the paper
more enjoyable.
Respectfully submitted,

LJ~~
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
November 15, 1982
President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present,
7 guests. Paper "The Voice of the Turtle" written and read by Roger
Newstedt.
Those who see Mackinac Island only as a tourist attraction
would do well to see its turtle shape and voice and read Roger's
account of its history.
He begins with Champlain's arrival in 1615 and has much
to say about the French-Indian relationships as business partners.
In 1761, the British take over and there is a new kind of relationship -- the Indians are treated with contempt, their hunting grounds
preempted and they are victimized by sharp practices.
We learn about the colorful and slippery Major Rogers
who somehow always manages to land on his feet after many falls.
The subsequent British-American warfare seemed always
to result in victories for the Royalists which were lost at the
negotiating tables.
·
Finally, we have the account of Alexis St. Martin, an
18-year-old French Canadian who had been fearfully wounded in the
stomach and chest and had been given only twenty minutes to live
by Dr. William Beaumont, who gave him emergency treatment. But
live he did with a permanent fistula into the stomach which, in
the two-year recovery period, gave Dr. Beaumont an uncommon
opportunity to study at first hand the effects of the stomach
juices on the digestion of food. His first experiment was simple
and dramatic. He introduced into St. Martin's stomach an assortment of food particles tied together with a silk thread. At hourly
intervals (up to four), the tidbits were withdrawn and the effects
of digestion noted.
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Repeated experiments of this nature, unhampered by
restrictive rules and regulations, resulted in a 280-page report
by Dr. Beaumont on the Physiology of Digestion. (Incidentally,
St. Martin survived, married, sired twenty children and lived
to a ripe old age.)
Thus spoke the "Voice of the Turtle."
Respectfully submitted,

;J~a~

William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
November 22, 1982
President Robert Hilton presided. 58 members were present,
2 guests. Paper "A Twentieth Century Man For All Seasons" written
and read by Stewart B. Dunsker.
Linguist, professional athlete, lawyer, international
spy -- Moe Berg was all of these.
A natural athlete, he played shortstop for Princeton and
caught for the White Sox, Indians and Senators. For four seasons
he wore the "tools of ignorance" making no errors in 133 games.
Between seasons he earned a law degree from Columbia.
But it was his linguistic talents and amazing breadth
of knowledge that confounded his teammates and all who knew him.
He was fluent in French, Spanish, Italian and German and could
read and write Sanskrit -- not to mention the sign language of
the Diamond. His prowess on "Information Please" was spectacular.
He served his country in many unusual and dangerous missions.
In Latin America, he posted Nelson Rockefeller on the
level of Nazi sympathies in that area.

.I

With Wild Bill Donovan's OSS he reported from Yugoslavia
that Tito's resistance forces were superior to and had the backing
of the people more than Colonel Mihajlovic's group.
During the war, he was America's premier atomic spy.
His success in getting Italy's Antonio Fermi to America caused
President Roosevelt to comment, "I see Berg is still catching
pretty well."
These and other achievements in espionage earned him
the Medal of Merit -- the highest award a civilian can be given
but for some unknown reason he refused it.
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After the war, his lifestyle changed -- he became
irritable and lonely. He studied constantly, practically living
in a Boston bookstore. His business venture failed and his
financial state was precarious.
Moe Berg died on May 30, 1972. A Boston headline
summarized it all, "Goodbye Moe Berg, in any language."
A delightful paper, aptly titled.
Respectfully submitted,

w.~~ Ct}Li~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
November 29, 1982
President Robert Hilton presided. 47 members were present,
3 guests. Budget presented by Frank G. Davis.
Paper "With a Sense of Humor, It Was Better Than Expected"
written by Charles M. Judd.
Charles shares with us some of his experiences and observations from a week in the hospital.
'•'

Shaving every hair on his body seemed a needless humiliation (can't something be done to give a patient a decent night's
sleep?). What do hospitals do with all the blood? Aren't nurses
wonderful! What do orderlies think about as they deliver patients
to surgery and return them to their rooms? The intensive care unit
is appropriately named.
The food was poor, the routines sound.
says, "It was better than expected."

All in all, Charles

Paper "I Can't Drink That Stuff" written by Hans Zimmer.
Martinis -- anything gin -- is verboten to Hans.
reason goes back to 1943 in Russia.

The

A colonel, a captain and Hans -- a private -- had just
finished destroying top secret documents preparatory to "correcting"
the front lines. A plane awaited them, but the colonel produced an
earthen crock of "Steinhager" to end the business officially.
"Cheers and good luck," said the colonel and quaffed deep of the
nectar. The captain followed and drank equally deep. Though it
bordered on insubordination, the private expressed the hope of a
swig. Surprisingly, the colonel obliged, "Bottoms up," he bellowed.
The private, unaware of the half-full contents, had to obey and
drain the bottle. His next recollection was awakening in bed with
an emperor-sized headache. No wonder that, to this day, he "can't
drink that stuff."
Paper "The American Hannibal" written by James Traquair.
At the start of the war, the Continental Army's entire
complement of artillery consisted of one cannon and three 3-lb.
field pieces. At the close of war, cannon were being used almost
as if they were hand guns. Henry Knox engin~ered this impressive
achievement.
A Boston bookseller and ardent patriot was dispatched by
Washington to bring the captured ordinance stored at Ticonderoga.
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For 400 miles, he managed to bring 60 tons of artillery over
treacherous Lake George ice, four river crossings and Massachusetts
mud and mountains. Washington commissioned him a colonel for this
feat.
He ended up as America's first and last Brigadier General
for Artillery. In 1785, he accepted the post of "Secretary at War"
and served in Washington's cabinet as "Secretary of War."
Following a few years of retirement, he died at the age
of 56 of "a. mortification" caused by swallowing a chicken bone.
Jim adds some interesting history to our lore.
Paper "A Triad of Triads" written and read by Frank G. Davis.
Frank gives us a triad of verses, each requiring a triad
of its own. Appropriately he begins with Woman: the crow, the
coquette, the comforter. "The Coquette" is a particularly doleful
ballad-- telling of how shorn eyebrows break the spell of a male's
adoration.
the hot.
why --

Next, three kinds of weather: the cold, the changeable,
Understandably, I liked especially "Summer is" -- here's
Summer is for the old:
Its teeming life restores the souls
Who basking in the waning seasons chart
Their waiting games and quiet contests, mark
Mark their reluctant shadows on a crumbling wall
The ember sun's declining way.
They also play
Who in the midst of summer are in fall.
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Finally, three unknown lands: the forgotten past, the
inaccessible present and another time altogether.
His "Rondeau of Villon" urges one -:

Do not turn back unless your spirits lust
For new insights and for quixotic sooth -But you who never would with windmills joust
Do not turn back.

The full charm of Frank's verse -- like that of Norman
Levy -- would unfold were we able to listen to it in small intimate
groups.
Respectfully 8Ubmitted,

tJ.~-, {}~\A
William A. Sullivan
Secretary
-2-
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MINUTES OF MEETING
December 6, 1982
President Robert Hilton presided. 50 members were present,
4 guests. Paper "Politics, PAC's and Wampum" written and read by
Robert Taft, Jr.
"Legislative Representation" -- a gentle term for what
is better known as "lobbying" -- is the art of providing "access"
to our lawmakers. The machinery of politics sometimes creaks and
requires lubrication and legitimate and capable lobbying can
provide this lubrication. Robert goes so far as to say that
lobbying is necessary for the preservation of self-government.
It is estimated that there are 20,000 full-time lobbyists
in Washington alone!
Obviously in lobbying much money is needed and the
burgeoning campaign expenditures by lobbies are causing a great
deal of public concern.
Current efforts to control PAC have been largely ineffective.
Robert believes they can be best handled by a simple constitutional
amendment and he includes a draft of such an amendment in his paper.
Bob's first-hand experiences as a lobbyist and the
numerous specific references to actual cases make for an interesting and informative commentary on an important aspect of the
political scene.
In the business meeting that followed, the Secretary
read the minutes of the November meetings, which were enlivened
by an indecisive quibble on the pronunciation of "Roosevelt".
Luther Tucker was elected to membership and Lawson Whitesides
signed the Register.
Respectfully submitted,

LJJl~ Q.~
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
December 13, 1982
President Robert Hilton presided. 56 members were present,
6 guests. Paper "Scholar
A Soiled Collar?" written and read by
Robert R. Hansel.
Robert's intent in his paper is to reflect on the state
of contemporary America and secondary education.
He appeals to educators to see that whatever our high
schoolers do manage to learn, they will know it in sufficient
depth and with some assurance.
Robert cites an hilarious assortment of human lunacies
to support his view that the system we have produces an all-tooshallow and superficial learning.
'

He raises an "elegant" question, "What must be learned
so that all else can be learned?" Robert would like to see the
learning experience focused on a concept or skill that has broad
applications in helping a person to organize, synthesize and
relate any information.
The paper has a good message, delivered gently and
charitably and with a wallop of good humor.
Respectfully submitted,
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
December 20, 1982
Enjoying the Trustees' Christmas party were 62 members
and 4 guest~. ~he clubhouse was fittingly decorated; the eggnog
and other l1bat1ons flowed freely; and a guitar-flute combo made
nice music. Three papers were read; there was some carol singing;
and all present were well and eagerly prepared for another of
Eslie's turkey dinners. The Trustees deserve thanks for a most
enjoyable evening.
"A Travelogue" Ed Merkel wrote and read, in the absence
of Trustee Garber, an unusual "Travel Triad."
Travel #1 takes us to and through the Church and Shrine
of Sankt Villiborger, where, if one follows the numbers and reads
the sign, no guide is needed. One sees the shrine building and
young Lord Bernard at varying stages of development, concluding
with his sanctification following the miracle of his Christmas eve
stag -- a lovely tale.
Travel #2 introduces us to Upper Tobaccia. Frankly
speaking, Ed's efforts to locate it are not very clear, but we do
learn that it has a very rainy season and that its language is
difficult for Europeans -- except missionaries -~ to master. It
seems the words have sounds for which there are no equivalents
in the Indo-European tongues. (The.y are principally a kind of
clock and a kind of hiccup or spasmodic inhalation with the glottis
closed. The secretary was unable to pronounce a single word.)
Travel #3 -- "The Atrabiglia Opera Festival" Ernesto
Campio wrote the program notes which have been translated by Julio
Campo. The plot is rather intricate and centers about an asp in
the basket of Lisa, the contralto and mother of Ballavista.
Heartless aristocrats and a harsh capitalistic economy combine to
imprison her (Ballavista's) lover. Apparently (Camo's notes here
are not clear), Lisa saves the day by daring the carabinieri
captain to open her basket with the asp. Ed's paper tails off
at this point, leaving the reader not sure whether or not the
dare was taken.
"A Christmas Idyll" written and read by Louis Prince.
The paper is Lou's account of a Christmas eve hunt in
the company of one Ryan -- a most disagreeable guest. As i~
happened, poor Ryan had a tough day -- he was th7ow~ from h1s
knowledgeable mount into six feet of water and d1dn t make the
hunt. Naturally, the hunt proceeded until late afternoon when
the fox, fed up with the proceedings, settled himself on some
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perilously thin ice to watch the approaching catastrophe. Sure
enough, the hounds rushed on, the ice broke and all but one got
a thorough soaking before making dry land. The remaining one was
saved by -- of all people -- Ryan, who had returned to watch and
had spotted a canoe in which .he and Lou paddled to the rescue.
They got the bitch Primrose aboard only to have her capsize the
canoe in her joy at reaching shore.
Lou and Ryan had a wet cold ride horne but managed to
dry out in time to hang their stockings by the chimney with care.
"The Christmas Apple" written and read by Charles S.
Robertson.
Charlie, a long-time computer user, bought an Apple
computer for the family's Christmas. It provided a lot of fun
during the holidays, but in early spring son Ken put it to better
use in preparing his term history paper -- with great success.
Envious mother Marge was impressed and used the App1e to prepare
a 45-page report.
Father Charles finds it helpful in a variety of endeavors
in writing his Club papers (including this one), making up the
family budget and handling finances.
The Apple is no toy -- it has been in use almost every
evening since Christmas. Margie now has one of her own and
Charles dangles before your Clerk and Secretary the beguiling
prospect of using it to keep track of papers and subjects presented.
Hasten the day!
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Respectfully submitted,
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
December 27, 1982
Vice President John Diehl presided.
7 guests. Budget read by George Palmer.

38 members were present,

Paper "A Zero, A Goose-egg, A Nothing, A Naught" written
by Randolph Wadsworth.
Ducky was curious to find out what professionals talk
about among themselves. It was only natural that he looked to
members of his own profession.
Admittedly, there wasn't much of interest in conversations
between the more elderly pedants. As for the younger professors,
they did come up with a lot of one-line malapropisms like "the girl
complaining of a waffler" who "flatulates between two points of
view."
The hard-core types seemed to enjoy humiliating students
and getting their jollies from cheap shots at their inferiors.
From Ducky's examples, one would assume that sex and
ignorance of subject matter provide most of the occasions for
amusement in non-professional conversation among teaching professionals.
Say it isn't so Ducky!
Paper "Alice's Adventures in Literary Wonderland" written
by James L. Elder.
Another husbandless night with George at The Literary
Club and Alice was bored. But not for long. Her curiosity over
a Black Rabbit who muttered something to himself about being late
as he jumped into his Volkswagen impelled her into the car with
him and away they raced.
They pulled up at a discrete brick building and Alice
presented the Black Rabbit with a problem -- it seems no women
are allowed. "Oh well, come in, but make yourself invisible and
don't talk or I' 11 lose my epaulets, " said the Black Rabbit.
Strangely unnoticed, Alice listened in amusement to the
conversations of the Escargot, the Cheshire Cat and the Grey Eagle.
On the half hour, a reverential silence filled the room and the
Snowy Egret mumbled something about a paper; and the Mock Turtle
went to the lectern and began to read in a monotone. The only
thing Alice knew about it was that it was about 45 ~inutes. T~en
Alice queed up with the Black Rabbit for a post-rec~tans prand~um
-- she shouldn't have eaten any dinner!
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Not all the conversations that followed were erudite,
for example, the Bald Eagle intoned that "There are still many
parts of the earth where the hand of man has never set foot."
The Black Rabbit grasped Alice's arm, "George just
left!" and stopping only to grab a handful of peanuts he whisked
her home with the admonition, "Don't tell anyone about your visit
to the Literary Wonderland-- no one will believe you."
But we do.
Paper "The Commencement Address" written and read by
George H. Palmer.
George states three universals concerning commencement
addresses -- the speakers are haplessly defenseless, the addresses
are delivered on the hottest day of the year, no one pays the
slightest attention to anything the speaker says.
He then proposes a model commencement address which
will probably never be given -- more the pity.
George minces no words. The current generation of students
are unable to read, calculate and think more than two thoughts in
a straight line. He states flatly that their judgment and wisdom
rest quiescent a full league behind their muscles, glands and
gonads. The statutory 12-year baby sitting period which passes
for education has left them largely illiterate and incoherent
in the pursuit of truth.
If the members of this audience were not long since
alseep, they might realize that George was not assaulting them
for their abysmal shortcoming. Rather, he insists the blame
lies with the adults and the system which have provided them
with a legacy of illiteracy.
I would give my right eye to have George deliver his
address at my grandson's June commencement.
Respectfully submitted,
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
January 3, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 50 members were present,
4 guests. Paper "O Z.1ake Me A Mask" written and read by D. Marc Routt.
Dylan Thomas's shenanigans, real and reputed, dubbed him
a poet even by those who never read a word of his writing. He "acted
like a poet"; he was a "character".
Marc feels that in reading Dylan Thomas one must be willing
to suspend the reality barriers of commonplace wisdom in order to
discover what Thomas is seeing. He illustrates with a reading from
"Fern Hill" in which Thomas displays his gift of gab and unfettered
imagination. (Marc's reading was beautiful!!)
But in a "Child's Christmas in Wales", Thomas shows that
he can write understandably without obscuring himself.
In his 1950 reading and lecture tour of America, Thomas
confirmed his own legend with a series of antics, drinking, outrageous comments and readings. (Marc gives us several glorious
examples.)
On his return to New York in 1953 for another tour, he
performed as usual and wound up dead of acute alcoholic encephalopathy.
i
i '
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Marc contends that by his mercurial, irrational and
unpredictably convoluted life, Dylan Thomas made a mask for himself.
But in his poetry, the reality of his life and art start to take
shape and to clear, and perhaps his failure to make that mask is
his salvation.
A vivid, interesting and well-read paper.
In the business meeting that followed, John Reid reported
that Robert Kehoe's condition was somewhat improved. William Beckett
was elected to membership.

Re~;:SQ~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
January 10, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 63 members were present
I
P aper "A spects of Metaphor" written and read by Eugene
7 gues t s.
Mihaly.
While Eugene's serious and systematic examination of the
ubiquitous metaphor soon convinced him that any attempt to contribute
~omething ~ew on the subject would be foolhardy indeed, it did
1ncrease h1s awareness of metaphor and this heightened awareness
helped when he began a new translation of "Avot", a classic of
Rabbinic literature.
Literally, and by universal agreement, "Avot" means
"Fathers" -- the volume consists of sayings of the fathers. This
literal translation does not qualify under the customary criteria
for a title. The problem is solved by looking at "Father" in its
figurative metaphoric sense as "Principles".
Why did all the translators and commentators choose to
treat the metaphor literally? B'ecause traditionally the certainty
of truth is "My father told me." This total reliance on the authority
of the father was a dominant feature of medieval Judaiism -- it
guaranteed survival in this world and in the world to come.
But the stress of the "Avot" is not on what was passed
from father to son but on that which every new generation added
to the tradition. This seems to contradict the commandment "neither
add nor diminish." How do you affirm the absolute authority of the
fathers and continue to revere a text which urges an opposite course?
Moses ~~imonides resolves the difficulty
that the purpose of "Avot" is to inform you of the
tion and of its faithful transmission. Here is an
losing their metaphorical meaning due to a changed
environment.

by explaining
truth of tradiexample of words
cultural

Eugene concludes by exposing a clever manipulation of
metaphor in the passage "Make a hedge around the Torah." "Hedge"
is an obvious metaphor and commentators are unanimous in understanding the metaphoric meaning of "hedge" to be a "protection"
a "hedge" around the law.
Eugene looks to the fifth century B.C. to find the
.
primary function of a "hedge". Was it "to embellish" or to mark.
boundaries or to keep that which is within the hedge from spread1ng
out of bounds? The use of the Hebrew word for ~edge in Avot sugge~ts
that the prime purpose of a hedge was to fence 1n, to mark boundar1es.
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Thus, the original metaphoric meaning of "Make a hedge around the
Torah" was to keep tradition within limits, not to permit the past
so to overwhelm that it would stifle the creative and the new.
But the later conunentators chose to use the "protective"
feature of a fence. "Build every kind of protection", "surround
the tradi tiona! laws with endless statutes and decrees." They
interpreted it to convey the very opposite of what was originally
intended. They almost got away with it. Eugene thanks the Literary
Club for affording him the opportunity to expose the plot.
An exhilarating paper.

(That's a metaphor -- be careful

with its translation!)
President Hilton announced the receipt of a magazine
containing John Vester's Literary Club paper.
Respectfully submitted,
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
January 17, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 63 members were present,
4 guests. Paper "A Blooming Profusion" written and read by Charles
Aring.
A "rose is a rose is a rose--", Charles gives us a blooming
profusion of roses in his fascinating paper on Gertrude Stein. In
her Radcliffe and Johns Hopkins years, as throughout her life, she
was an original. (On one examination paper she wrote "Dear Professor
James -- I am so sorry but really do not feel like an examination
paper in philosophy today" -- and turned it in and left.) During
her clinical years of medicine, she declared herself frankly bored
with it all. Her disinclination to answer questions directly to
her in class alternately amused, confounded or infuriated her
mentors. She didn't finish her studies.
Shortly after the turn of the century, she moved to Paris
where she and her brother, Leo, cultivated the avant garde in
literature and the visual arts. But her main endeavor was to be
writing and she produced 40 books and countless articles.
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The axis in her work is the simple isolated present
the continuous present ("is a rose, is a rose, is a rose"). Many
consider her authentic. Harvard's Skinner wrote of one work,
"probably unintelligible in the ordinary sense, not only to her
readers but to Miss Stein herself." Charles observes "She probably
has been more unread than any other author with a name as widely
known."
She possessed an inflated self-regard and an egocentric
perception of reality and she garnered adulation in abundance. Her
brother, Leo, noted her propensity to proceed according to the
feeling rather than the intellect. He lumped Gertrude with Picasso
when he said, "They are using their intellects, which they ain't
got, to do what would need the finest tact, which they ain't got
neither, and they are turning out the most Godalmighty rubbish
that is to be found."
Interestingly enough, Gertrude Stein could write felicitously
when she would and she did not lecture or converse in "Steinese".
Charles sees her as fitting Freud's criteria of the narc~s~i~t~c
personality disorder. He likes to speculate.o~ the poss~b~l~t~e~
had she received her medical degree and qual~f~ed as a psych~atr~st.
Respectfully submitted,

tJ~~

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
January 24, 1983
.\;
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4 guests.

President Robert Hilton presided. 44 members were present,
Paper "The Real Stuff" written and read by Daniel Walker.

:!
:~

. .As a muse';lm ~urator, Dan is continually concerned with
authent1c1 ty, and 1 t 1s understandable that the resulting skepticism
l has spread to people. The focus of his paper is Rex Gladstone
J the eminent British food writer and historian.
'
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The Dictionary of National Biography shows
in 1886 of well-to-do parents; educated in Magdalene
·J where hte took a deg re7twi th ddistihnctionh. bThe record
:l years o 1 a us anne, 8w1 zer 1an , w ere e ecame head
·.~ Rivage Hotel, authored two cookbooks and wrote three
.l on food.

Gladstone born
College, Oxford,
jumps some six
chef at the Beau
major works

';i

It was as restaurant critic for Cincinnati Magazine that
Dan's suspicions about Gladstone we-re aroused. It began with a
;, Parisian menu of 139 3. The menu itself was not in question -!j miniature pastries filled with cod liver, beef marrow fritters,
J broth with bacon, native fish in a cold green sauce, frumenty,
f lampreys with hot sauce, ad aster a per aspera! But Gladstone's
.·:
account had separate meat and fish courses -- an innovation of
,1 some 200 years after 1393!
i.:
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His suspicions were heightened by Gladstone's crediting
Walter Dorfman, a chef at a Weisbaden Hotel, with the creation of
t
\ the "Waldorf Salad" •
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Dan began to dig. He found no record of Gladstone at
:j Oxford, no records of his birth in London in 1880. Patient per·~ sistent research turned up correspondence which revealed that
Gladstone was born in Bristol in 1886; his father, a piano tuner,
eked out a meager existence; Gladstone was a poor student in a
small private -- not public-- school and that he ~ad ~onstructed.
an illustrious past for himself because he spent h1s l1fe regrett1ng
his humble beginnings.
i
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The frauds in his writings were many and flagrant. His
"Comprehensive Sausage Guide" was cribbed from an 7arlier German
book "Wurst for Alles." His discovery of cat meat 1n the stomachs
of embalmed Egyptians is refuted by competent Egyptologists who
have assured Dan that not a morsel of cat meat has ever been found
in an embalmed Egyptian's stomach. Chicken Marengo, far from being
concocted by Napoleon's chef, was a stew for hungry butchers and
grocers in the Les Halles market in Paris.
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Dan has toppled yet another legend.
consummate phony and fraud.

He has exposed a

In the process, he has revealed another -- the writer
of this ingenious paper!
Respectfully submitted,

tj~ {{~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
January 31, 1983
Vice President John Diehl presided. 37 members were
present, 1 guest. Budget prepared and presented by Robert Van
Fossen.
Disaster preparedness is the theme of Robert's budget,
"Now and Then", and he offers an assortment of examples of how
Hamilton County is currently prepared to meet emergencies.
He quotes from the Red Cross report on the December
Montgomery aircraft accident; describes several community mockdisaster exercises; and quotes Dr. William Gate's "Report of the
Emergency Medical Services Review Task Force". Together with
Dr. Gates, Robert hopes for an early installation of a 911 telephone number for reporting emergencies.
Robert supplied an exhibit of charts and pictures to
supplement his text. All very informative and encouraging.
Respectfully submitted,

tJ~~

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 7, 1983

present.

Vice President John Diehl presided. 34 members were
Paper "Live or Die" written and read by Campbell Crockett.

The first part of Campbell's paper is devoted to correcting the confusion and distortion of the relations between creativity
and illness and death.
He cites three psychotic artists -- two poets and a
painter -- each of whom has a suicide. Clearly, their respective
psychoses affected their artistry but certainly their creativities
did not cause their psychoses nor drive them to take their lives.
Next, Campbell turns to the title and gives some of his
views on death and dying. He is very much interested in the
subject. He believes Elizabeth Kibler-Ross's much publicized
"Five Stage Death Process" opaque and uncongenial. (Did Dylan
Thomas die in the "anger" stage? . Did Voltaire die in the "bargaining" stage?)
Campbell does not consider himself morbid or neurotically
preoccupied with his own finitude. The knowledge that we are going
to die plays an important role in how we live, but most of us are
not continually aware of our impending deaths.
As for immortality, Campbell, wisely, is not specific.
But that there is another world is evident from our fantasies.
He feels there is a touch of Walter Mitty in most of us, and mentions
one or two of his own. (Like living forever at a fixed age -- as
the devil suggested to Anna in Shaw's "Man and Superman"; and his
dream of living a life in which he is required to spend 10 million
dollars a year. )
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Campbell isn't too sure about it all. He hasn't experienced
death. He will continue to fantasize and enjoy the fantasy that
when people die, they are simply transported to another land and
continue to be their delightful, irritating selves.
The minutes of the January meetings were read by the
Secretary and accepted as read.
Respectfully submitted,
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 14, 1983
Vice President John Diehl presided. 51 members were
present. Paper "A Case of No Particular Importance" written and
read by Robert H. Allen.
William Random's insistence that every case is important
is the number one rule of his successful investigative agency.
On the surface, Mrs. Pierre LaGrange's request for a
credit report on William Mortimer, a prospective investor in her
new business, was routine -- Mortimer was quickly found to be a
wealthy widower living quietly and conservatively with his unmarried
librarian daughter.
Also routinely, Random discovered that the daughter was
suffering from an unsatisfactory affair with an R. Sterling Crownshield, who was a 100% phony. He recommended that she end it. She
did and in Random's presence announced the fact to her father-ending in the tearful and dramatic disclosure that in the process
she had lost her virginity.
A sympathetic father provided a soothing distraction
for his daughter with a detailed account of an indiscretion of
his own some eight years earlier. It seemed that he had an unplanned
dalliance in a Boston massage parlor. The treatment was so satisfying that he arranged for its continuance with the masseuse accompanying him on a long European trip to be ended with a $10,000 encomium.
The experience, it seemed, was rewarding for both partners to the
agreement.
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With the unfolding of this tale, Random has a sudden
hunch -- Mrs. LaGrange was surely the masseuse and just as surely
she had blackmail in mind. Nothing to do but visit Mrs. LaGrange
in Newhampshire and draw her fangs with the news that Hortimer
.
had aired the whole affair. Surprisingly, Mrs. LaGrange, a charm1ng
university worker, was delighted and confessed that she had long
lived with the fear that Mortimer might blackmail her. Case closed!
\

Not quite. Random was beginning to find an attractive
woman behind the daughter's frumpy appearance and Bob leaves us
with the feeling that a real romance is abudding.
A great story told in the inimitable Allen style.
The text was larded with interesting words culled from Bob's
semanticist's calendar. He attached the list as a glossary
which helped the Secretary's translation.
Respectfully submitted,

J~~

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 21, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present,
3 guests. Paper "By Jingo!" written and read by Walter c. Langsam.
By 1870, the Industrial Revolution had produced surpluses
in products, capital and people and corresponding deficiencies in
markets, raw materials and "living" room.
A race for colonies and empire building followed. Colonization, or imperialism (take your choice), provided repositories for
the surplus goods, capital and people and solved shortages of raw
materials and liebersraum, and satisfied the altruistic urge to
"enlighten the heathen." The need to "establish" island bases for
refueling and repairing shipping and guarding the colonies extended
the effort. England, France and Germany were rivals in the glorification of imperialism as an historic mission, "By Jingo!"
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Walter concludes that, like all human endeavors, and
more so than some, modern expansionism or imperialism was carried
out by sinners more than by saints, and, as in most other human
striving, all elements concerned both lost and gained in the
process.
A clear, well written history of a period already in
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 21, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present,
3 guests. Paper "By Jingo!" written and read by Walter c. Langsam.
By 1870, the Industrial Revolution had produced surpluses
in products, capital and people and corresponding deficiencies in
markets, raw materials and "living" room.
A race for colonies and empire building followed. Colonization, or imperialism (take your choice), provided repositories for
the surplus goods, capital and people and solved shortages of raw
materials and liebersraum, and satisfied the altruistic urge to
"enlighten the heathen." The need to "establish" island bases for
refueling and repairing shipping and guarding the colonies extended
the effort. England, France and Germany were rivals in the glorification of imperialism as an historic mission, "By Jingo!"
Walter concludes that, like all human endeavors, and
more so than some, modern expansionism or imperialism was carried
out by sinners more than by saints, and, as in most other human
striving, all elements concerned both lost and gained in the
process.
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 21, 1983

3 guests.

President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present,
Paper "By Jingo!" written and read by Walter c. Langsam.

By 1870, the Industrial Revolution had produced surpluses
in products, capital and .people and corresponding deficiencies in
markets, raw materials and "living" room.
A race for colonies and empire building followed. Colonization, or imperialism (take your choice), provided repositories for
the surplus goods, capital and people and solved shortages of raw
materials and liebersraum, and satisfied the altruistic urge to
"enlighten the heathen." The need to "establish" island bases for
refueling and repairing shipping and guarding the colonies extended
the effort. England, France and Germany were rivals in the glorification of imperialism as an historic mission, "By Jingo!"
Walter concludes that, like all human endeavors, and
more so than some, modern expansionism or imperialism was carried
out by sinners more than by saints, and, as in most other human
striving, all elements concerned both lost and gained in the
process.
A clear, well written history of a period already in
eclipse.
Respectfully submitted,
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 21, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present,
3 guests. Paper "By Jingol" written and read by Walter c. Langsam.
By 1870, the Industrial Revolution had produced surpluses
in products, capital and people and corresponding deficiencies in
markets, raw materials and "living" room.
A race for colonies and empire building followed. Colonization, or imperialism (take your choice), provided repositories for
the surplus goods, capital and people and solved shortages of raw
materials and liebersraum, and satisfied the altruistic urge to
"enlighten the heathen." The need to "establish" island bases for
refueling and repairing shipping and guarding the colonies extended
the effort. England, France and Germany were rivals in the glorification of imperialism as an historic mission, "By Jingol"
Walter concludes that, like all human endeavors, and
more so than some, modern expansionism or imperialism was carried
out by sinners more than by saints, and, as in most other human
striving, all elements concerned both lost and gained in the
process.
A clear, well written history of a period already in
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Respectfully submitted,
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 21, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present,
3 guests. Paper "By Jingo 1" written and read by Walter c. Langsam.
By 1870, the Industrial Revolution had produced surpluses
in products, capital and people and corresponding deficiencies in
markets, raw materials and "living" room.
A race for colonies and empire building followed. Colonization, or imperialism (take your choice), provided repositories for
the surplus goods, capital and people and solved shortages of raw
materials and liebersraum, and satisfied the altruistic urge to
"enlighten the heathen." The need to "establish" island bases for
refueling and repairing shipping and guarding the colonies extended
the effort. England, France and Germany were rivals in the glorification of imperialism as an historic mission, "By Jingo!"
Walter concludes that, like all human endeavors, and
more so than some, modern expansionism or imperialism was carried
out by sinners more than by saints, and, as in most other human
striving, all elements concerned both lost and gained in the
process.
A clear, well written history of a period already in
eclipse.
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 21, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present,
3 guests. Paper "By Jingo!" written and read by Walter c. Langsam.
By 1870, the Industrial Revolution had produced surpluses
in products, capital and people and corresponding deficiencies in
markets, raw materials and "living" room.
A race for colonies and empire building followed. Colonization, or imperialism (take your choice), provided repositories for
the surplus goods, capital and people and solved shortages of raw
materials and liebersraum, and satisfied the altruistic urge to
"enlighten the heathen." The need to "establish" island bases for
refueling and repairing shipping and guarding the colonies extended
the effort. England, France and Germany were rivals in the glorification of imperialism as an historic mission, "By Jingo!"
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Walter concludes that, like all human endeavors, and
more so than some, modern expansionism or imperialism was carried
out by sinners more than by saints, and, as in most other human
striving, all elements concerned both lost and gained in the
process.
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A clear, well written history of a period already in
eclipse.
Respectfully submitted,
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 21, 1983

3 guests.

President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present,
Paper "By Jingo!" written and read by Walter c. Langsam.

By 1870, the Industrial Revolution had produced surpluses
in products, capital and people and corresponding deficiencies in
markets, raw materials and "living" room.
A race for colonies and empire building followed. Colonization, or imperialism (take your choice), provided repositories for
the surplus goods, capital and people and solved shortages of raw
materials and liebersraum, and satisfied the altruistic urge to
"enlighten the heathen." The need to "establish" island bases for
refueling and repairing shipping and guarding the colonies extended
the effort. England, France and Germany were rivals in the glorification of imperialism as an historic mission, "By Jingo!"
Walter concludes that, like all human endeavors, and
more so than some, modern expansionism or imperialism was carried
out by sinners more than by saints, and, as in most other human
striving, all elements concerned both lost and gained in the
process.
A clear, well written history of a period already in
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 21, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present
II
'
II
I
3 guests. Paper By J1ngo1 written and read by Walter c. Langsam.
By 1870, the Industrial Revolution had produced surpluses
in products, capital and people and corresponding deficiencies in
markets, raw materials and "living" room.
A race for colonies and empire building followed. Colonization, or imperialism (take your choice), provided repositories for
the surplus goods, capital and people and solved shortages of raw
materials and liebersraum, and satisfied the altruistic urge to
"enlighten the heathen." The need to "establish" island bases for
refueling and repairing shipping and guarding the colonies extended
the effort. England, France and Germany were rivals in the glorification of imperialism as an historic mission, "By Jingo!"
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Walter concludes that, like all human endeavors, and
more so than some, modern expansionism or imperialism was carried
out by sinners more than by saints, and, as in most other human
striving, all elements concerned both lost and gained in the
process.
A clear, well written history of a period already in
eclipse.
Respectfully submitted,
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 21, 1983
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President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present,
3 guests. Paper "By Jingo!" written and read by Walter c. Langsam.
By 1870, the Industrial Revolution had produced surpluses
in products, capital and people and corresponding deficiencies in
markets, raw materials and "living" room.
A race for colonies and empire building followed. Colonization, or imperialism (take your choice), provided repositories for
the surplus goods, capital and people and solved shortages of raw
materials and liebersraum, and satisfied the altruistic urge to
"enlighten the heathen." The need to "establish" island bases for
refueling and repairing shipping and guarding the colonies extended
the effort. England, France and Germany were rivals in the glorification of imperialism as an historic mission, "By Jingo!"
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Walter concludes that, like all human endeavors, and
more so than some, modern expansionism or imperialism was carried
out by sinners more than by saints, and, as in most other human
striving, all elements concerned both lost and gained in the
process.
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A clear, well written history of a period already in
eclipse.
Respectfully submitted,
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 21, 1983

3 guests.

'i

President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present,
Paper "By Jingo!" written and read by Walter c. Langsam.

By 1870, the Industrial Revolution had produced surpluses
in products, capital and people and corresponding deficiencies in
markets, raw materials and "living" room.
A race for colonies and empire building followed. Colonization, or imperialism (take your choice), provided repositories for
the surplus goods, capital and people and solved shortages of raw
materials and liebersraum, and satisfied the altruistic urge to
"enlighten the heathen." The need to "establish" island bases for
refueling and repairing shipping and guarding the colonies extended
the effort. England, France and Germany were rivals in the glorification of imperialism as an historic mission, "By Jingo!"
Walter concludes that, like all human endeavors, and
more so than some, modern expansionism or imperialism was carried
out by sinners more than by saints, and, as in most other human
striving, all elements concerned both lost and gained in the
process.
A clear, well written history of a period already in
eclipse.
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 21, 1983

3 guests.

President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present
Paper "By Jingo!" written and read by Walter c. Langsam. '

By 1870, the Industrial Revolution had produced surpluses
in products, capital and people and corresponding deficiencies in
markets, raw materials and "living" room.
A race for colonies and empire building followed. Colonization, or imperialism (take your choice), provided repositories for
the surplus goods, capital and people and solved shortages of raw
materials and liebersraum, and satisfied the altruistic urge to
"enlighten the heathen." The need to "establish" island bases for
refueling and repairing shipping and guarding the colonies extended
the effort. England, France and Germany were rivals in the glorification of imperialism as an historic mission, "By Jingo!"
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Walter concludes that, like all human endeavors, and
more so than some, modern expansionism or imperialism was carried
out by sinners more than by saints, and, as in most other human
striving, all elements concerned both lost and gained in the
process.
A clear, well written history of a period already in
eclipse.
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President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present,
3 guests. Paper "By Jingo!" written and read by Walter c. Langsam.
By 1870, the Industrial Revolution had produced surpluses
in products, capital and people and corresponding deficiencies in
markets, raw materials and "living" room.
A race for colonies and empire building followed. Colonization, or imperialism (take your choice), provided repositories for
the surplus goods, capital and people and solved shortages of raw
materials and liebersraum, and satisfied the altruistic urge to
"enlighten the heathen." The need to "establish" island bases for
refueling and repairing shipping and guarding the colonies extended
the effort. England, France and Germany were rivals in the glorification of imperialism as an historic mission, "By Jingo 1"
Walter concludes that, like all human endeavors, and
more so than some, modern expansionism or imperialism was carried
out by sinners more than by saints, and, as in most other human
striving, all elements concerned both lost and gained in the
process.
A clear, well written history of a period already in
eclipse.
Respectfully submitted,
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 21, 1983

3 guests.

President Robert Hilton presided. 49 members were present,
Paper "By Jingo!" written and read by Walter c. Langsam.

By 1870, the Industrial Revolution had produced surpluses
in products, capital and people and corresponding deficiencies in
markets, raw materials and "living" room.
A race for colonies and empire building followed. Colonization, or imperialism (take your choice), provided repositories for
the surplus goods, capital and people and solved shortages of raw
materials and liebersraum, and satisfied the altruistic urge to
"enlighten the heathen." The need to "establish" island bases for
refueling and repairing shipping and guarding the colonies extended
the effort. England, France and Germany were rivals in the glorification of imperialism as an historic mission, "By Jingo!"
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Walter concludes that, like all human endeavors, and
more so than some, modern expansionism or imperialism was carried
out by sinners more than by saints, and, as in most other human
striving, all elements concerned both lost and gained in the
process.
A clear, well written history of a period already in
eclipse.
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 28, 1983

2 guests.

President Robert Hilton presided. 36 members were present,
Budget presented by Hoke s. Greene.

First paper, "The Sky is Falling, The Sky is Falling"
written by Gunter Grupp.
The world is in desperate straits -- a new ice age is
imminent; the consequences of. atomic bombs, aerosol sprays and
volcanic eruptions will cool the earth; and a less penetrable
atmosphere will produce a "green house" effect.
Gunter doesn't panic. Temperature changes in the past
100 years h~ve b7en nonsignificant; Mt. St. Helen's eruption (equal
to 27,000 H1rosh1ma-type bombs) has yet to affect our climate;
and if too much carbon dioxide accumulates we might well "mine"
the carbon as we do nitrogen.
True, a dark cloud approaching our solar system may,
in some 5,000 years, decrease some of the sun's radiation and we
may enter a new ice age. But we have had them before and somehow
were able to manage -- Mother Nature has a way of expunging the
misdoings of her senseless children. And there is always the big
hope -- man is most inventive when it is most necessary to be so
and as our problems grow our means and eagerness to deal with them
grow too.
A delightful paper from which the hearers could take
much comfort.
Second paper, "He is Not an Also-Ran" written by Hans
Zimmer.
Who is not an also ran? Friedrich Wohler, 1800-1882.
Why not? Because he first accomplished in the laboratory the
synthesis of urea -- the most important nitrogen-containing end
product of the metabolism of proteins in man and animals.
At the start of the 19th century, chemistry -- like the
other natural sciences -- was limited and confined by the belief
that all natural events had to be explained philosophically on
the basis of religious dogma. S? long as this belief hel~, substances found in the plant or an1mal could never be made 1n the
laboratory. Prior to Wohler's ~ynthesis~ his p7e~ecessors were
stultified by a paralyzing awe 1n behold1ng a l1v1ng theory.
Friedrich August Wohler shares with Galileo credit for
the advent of chemical technology as we know it today. He is
certainly not an also-ran in this development. Now he is memorialized
in stamps H N-CO-NH 2 •
2

'!i

I 1.

Hoke

s.

Third paper, "A Hoax is a Hoax" written and read by
Greene.

Hoke gives us two delightful hoaxes. First that of Josh
Tatum, a deaf mute who capitalized on the absence of the word "cents"
after the Roman numeral "V" on the first Liberty head nickel. Josh
bought a lot of them and had them thinly gold-plated and offered
them as payment for $0.05 purchases. One most occasions, he
received $4.95 in change. He became wealthy before being tried
for theft and fraud. The judge ruled no fraud but "Joshing" became
synonymous with innocent deception.
Secondly, the elaborate deception of the Bank of California
by Arnold and Shark, a rascally pair posing as prospectors with a
bag of "pretty and shiny rocks." A local jeweler appraised them
at $125,000.00 and the bank was hooked. Two visits (blindfolded)
to the "mine" confirmed the find and the pair was bought out and
disappeared. Shortly it was discovered that the mine had been
"salted" with stones Arnold had bought in London and Amsterdam.
The bank's attempt to bring suit against Arnold in Harbin, Kentucky,
where he was regarded as a hero, was unavailing.
An excellent budget.

Respectfully submitted,
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
March 7, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 44 members were present.
Paper "Not About Computers" written and read by Charles s. Robertson,
Jr.
Charlie's paper has to do with Science Fiction-- which
he has enjoyed since his grammar school days.

I
''·

Good science fiction is about people, not technology.
The writers speculate on the effect of technical developments on
human beings. Interesting characters are placed in technically
different situations and their reactions examined.
While there are many different situations in which the
characters will act, Charlie describes three -- faster than light
travel; computers as tools; and end-of-the-world themes. Each of
these give the author full range for exciting "what if --" speculations. (Much of the paper is devoted to synopses of future histories
by three different authors which contain enough bizarre sex and
life styles to intrigue earth-bound readers.)
The success or failure of fictional predictions isn't
significant -- rather it is that through good science fiction author
and reader can explore a wide range of ideas in an entertaining
and enlightening manner -- as Charles has done in his paper.

:,

In the brief business meeting that followed, members
Tucker and Beckett signed the roster.
Respectfully submitted,
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MINUTES OF MEETING
March 14, 1983

1 guest.
Stolley.

President Robert Hilton presided. 50 members were present,
Paper "The Best Is Yet To Come" written and read by Alex

Attempting to learn what makes for genius, Alex came to
the conclusion that these special individuals must have led many
previous lives during which they honed their talents and brought
them with them into this life.
Alex admits that reincarnation cannot be proved -- nor
conclusively but he believes in it and, as a born
disproved
salesman, he sets out to convince any nonbelieving hearer.
To prove his point, he quotes supporting opinions of
Masefield, Franklin, Voltaire, Moore, Emerson, Whittier, Poe,
Tennyson, Browning, Thoreau, Henry Ford and London (did I get
them all?). He reminds us that millions of Buddhists and Hindus
require many incarnations to bring them to perfection. And he
gives several instances of the growing use of therapeutic regression
to an earlier life in current psychiatric and psychological treatment.

Alex concludes that, thanks to reincarnation, "The Best
Is Yet To Come. "
The Secretary cannot decide whether or not he made a
sale, but the paper provoked lots of talk on the subject.
Respectfully submitted,
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Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
March 21, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 46 members were present,
4 guests. Paper "A Most Lovable Man" written and read by Charles o.
Carothers.
Four thin paperbacks on the top shelf of his library
inspired Chuck's paper.
Their author was James M. Cain. Chuck liked the way
Cain wrote. He liked the way Cain painted his less-than-admirable
characters with economical bold strokes; the way he told their
stories at breakneck speed as he led them from one taboo to another.
Further research showed Cain to be himself an interesting
character. Bright as a boy and student, he was sensitive to peers,
subordinates and associates. Returning from war, he began his newspaper-journalistic career with exposures to Menken, Lippmann and
Harold Ross. A California interlude found him a screenwriter
which, while profitable, did not distinguish him. Four marriages
the last a comforting experience -- did.
Cain was a private man, shy and gentle, for whom writing
was a bruising experience -- thousands of words had to be rewritten
and discarded to achieve each economical little novel. (Chuck gives
us brief insights to "Serenade," "Mildred Pierce" and "Butterfly".)

\1
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Dying at age 85, Cain's friends honored his request for
a memorial at Maryland University where drinks were served. On
that occasion, Samuel Raphael son wrote, "He was a great host to
life. ·• • to an amazing assortment of bums, misfits, pillars of
society ••• and glowering aliens."
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Chuck finds him above all a lovable man.
Respectfully submitted,
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MINUTES OF MEETING
March 28, 1983

4 guests.
Judd.

I

'·~

President Robert Hilton presided. 43 members were present,
Budget. presented by John H. Wulsin.
First paper, "Politics As An Art Form" written by Charles M.

An "art form", according to Chuck, is an "image" -- a
creation of thought, that is heard, read or seen by the public.
Politics today is thus an "art form".

,

Certainly today politics aims at creating an image and uses
all forms of news coverage to achieve that end. The emphasis is to
achieve the image, not so much as before, on the job to be done. Get
the electible candidate, rather than the candidate best able to carry
out a program. Spend the money to create a picture.
Chuck wonders about the trend. Perhaps the "art forms"
do help is arriving at a better understanding of the issues, but
it remains a fact, supported by Woodstock, the Selma march, et al.
that the issues must be something the voters "feel". If not, the
building of an "art form" may be a waste.
Second paper, "The Legion Lives On" written by Louis M.
Prince.
The French Foreign Legion is alive and well, thank you.
If you want to join -- for five years -- you must be between 17
and 40, physically fit, at least five feet tall and not a fugitive
from justice -- but don't expect the Legion to pay your air fare
it won't.
What keeps the Legion going? According to a character
in a novel, it is because the French don't like fighting and are
no good at it.
So the Legion has done a lot of fighting -- and dying -for France. 'why should a Frenchman get himself killed when a Legionnaire
is on the payroll to die fighting.
The common denominator in Legion history is disaster -but always glorious disaster. It has gon7 twenty years now without
having lost a battle and some of its myst1qu7 may.be clouded, but
sometime, somehow, somewhere, a skeleton Leg7on w1ll suffer another
glorious defeat and the legend will live aga1n.
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Wulsin.

Third paper, "Nothing, Nothing at All" written by John H.

John doesn't come right out and say it, but his paper is
really a metaphysical treatise on the reality of "no-thing", the
reality of pure idea.
People lose sight of this important thought because they
mispronounce the word as "nothing." As such, it is meaningless.
"What are you doing?" "Nothing." "What are you thinking about?"
"Nothing."
But pronounce it correctly -- as two words -- "no thing"
and you stand free from the muddled wor~ of particulars and are
poised on the meaningful idea of negative reality. You have got
us started thinking, John, keep it up!
Respectfully submitted,
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
April 4, 1983

3 guests.

President Robert Hilton presided. 46 members were present
Paper "Is It Ethical?" written and read by Richard Vilter:

The paper was preceded by a Memorial to Robert Hollister
written and read by Eslie Asbury.
'
From Imhotep and Hippocrates to the Revolution of the
Proletariat, Dick traces the ethics of the medical profession.
The Babylonian and Egyptian societies evolved rules and
sanctions for physicians and surgeons with surgical fees set according to social status. In Egypt, if a new treatment was tried and
the patient died, the doctor was executed.

· .i

The Greeks gave care to all-save sinners -- but with the
best care for the upper classes. As their craftsmanship increased,
their scholarship lessened. Hippocrates was a philosopher and he
and his followers stressed care of the whole man-body and soul,
with responsibility to the individual.
The Judeo-Christian ethic stressed the uniqueness of the
individual and set the tone of ethics in the Western world.
;~i

China had its own medical heritage -- an ethic of man
and nature (of Yin and Yang). Confucius emphasized scholarship
and medical academicians were highly regarded as Confucius scholars.
Qualifying examinations were required in 900 A.D. but by the 15th
century medicine was described as a low trade. Chairman Mao added
to that view -- not the case today.
Dick had trouble with his Japanese research. Medicine
was the province of magicians using charms, amulets into 414 A.D.
Korean physicians were imported but not until 1400 with the arrival
of the Jesuits did an independent Japanese medicine develop.
Responsibility was to the "people" -- not to a particular patient.
A medical ethic conscious of the dominance of the state
and society has arisen under Russian leadership, which, incidentally,
bars the Hippocratic oath.
::,

TOday doctors face increasingly complex and different
ethical problems. Obviously all types of health care cannot.be
available for all and some limitations will be necessary. D1ck
feels that the doctor must become a philosopher again.
An informative, interesting paper.
Respectfully submitted,
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
April 11, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 46 members were present,
1 guest. Paper "Our Indelible Inunigrants -- An American Paradox"
written and read by James E. Traquair.
Land aplenty, too few to work it, and the need for a cash
crop produced indentured servants and slavery -- both machines to
make tobacco.
To get rich quick, tobacco growing boom produced an elite
plantation owner class. When it ended, indentured servants, their
terms served, flooded the labor market, leaving the Negro slave at
the bottom of the manpower heap.

I

IL

By the end of the 18th century, the servile position of
Negros was definitely established and the Royal African Company was
granted a monopoly to supply slave labor to Virginia and Uaryland
and the slave trade began to flourish.
Unlike the indentured servant who might see the light
at the end of the tunnel, the slave had no incentive to work and
all too frequently was forced to do so at the hands of abusive
overseers.
The Quakers played a central role in initiating and
sustaining anti-slavery movements but at the signing of the
Declaration of Independence, slavery was legal in all thirteen
colonies. Many and complex political maneuvers obscured the issue
as state after state ·.abolished slavery and it is a sorrowful note
of history that a legal slave trade continued for 32 years after
independence and for 20 years after the Constitution was founded.

II
i

Jim says that our country will be paying for many years
the debt of slavery left to us by o.ur founding fathers.
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Respectfully submitted,
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MINUTES OF MEETING
April 18, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 62 members were present
4 guests. Paper "The Bridge" written and read by Edgar Lotspeich. '
Gar came down from Michigan to give us an interesting
paper on the Mackinac bridge.
In the 1920's, railroad ferries were the only means of
crossing the straits. Automobile ferries followed but soon became
intolerably frustrating as seasonal traffic grew. A bridge was
needed.
But there was strong opposition -- from ferry owners,
land owners who wanted no part of invading tourists and from those
who felt no bridge could survive the pressure of Mackinac ice or
the savage Mackinac storms. There were roadblocks thrown up -the financing was hard to come by, and the political maneuvering
was involved and precarious. But the dreamers prevailed.
In
personality)
began work.
"incredible"
a 3,800 foot
miles long.

1954, Engineer David Steinman (himself an unusual
with a background of 400 bridges on five continents,
In three years, he built a strong, beautiful,
bridge. Its towers were 552 feet above the water,
center span, supporting a four-lane highway five

Last Labor Day, 35,000 people -- Edgar among them -continued the tradition of walking the five miles across the bridge.
Why? Partly for the status symbol it confers, but mostly for the
feeling of the beauty of the area and the exhilaration of climbing
200 feet above the straits. Gar is "hooked" and invites the
members of the Club to join him next year.
i
'J

Respectfully submitted,
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Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
April 25, 1983

4 guests.

President Robert Hilton presided. 47 members were present,
Budget presented by Philip Adams.

First paper, 11 More About Unilinguistics and Their
Lingnorance" written by Kornel Huvos.
Again Kornel inveighs against the catastrophic linguistic
inadequacy of a large segment of our population. In our country,
at the college level, fewer than 20% ever receive any foreign language
instruction. In the rest of the world, in small countries and large,
rich and poor alike, the study of one, two or even three foreign
languages is considered indispensable.
That leaves our foreign trade companies and America's
international prestige and defense interests at the mercy of inept
translators.
Kornel adds a comforting note -- if over the next decade
or two we work hard at becoming polyglots, we may catch up with
such formidable powers as Guinea-Bessan, Burundi and Afghanistan.
Second paper, 11 The Gentle Art of
Alas Is Lost" written by Robert Smith.

t~alking

With A Stick

Robert emphasizes the pleasure of a leisurely stroll
twirling one's stick, rapping fence pickets with it or sweeping
one's way clear of light objects. He regrets that nowadays the
use of a cane is restricted almost entirely to the very aged of
those with a walking problem.
His paper illustrates the interplay between man and
stick down through the ages. Early man increased his upper limb
and prowess with a stick, Moses parted the Red Sea with one and
God, with His rod and staff, comforts those who walk in the shadow
of death.
Sticks come in all sizes and shapes with all manners of
inserts from swords to spittoons.
In Victorian times -- and today for that matter -- a
walking stick signified leisure class status, clearly showing
that the bearer's hands are not employed in useful efforts.
Get the right size and foll~w Robert's instructions for
measurement, it will maximize your enJoyment.
The secretary wonders why he made no refe:ence to th~t
best of all walking sticks -- a lovely ~hilelagh wh1ch adds po1se
and security to his daily Wyoming rambl1ngs.

I
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Third paper, "The Verse and Poetry of James Joyce" written
by Philip Rhys Adams.
In this centennial year of James Joyce, Philip looks to
his verse. Many were set successfully to music (Joyce had a .light
sure tenor voice). Most were short-- none more than four stanzas.
His "Ecce Puer", a reproachment of self for failing to
visit his dying father, is an effective bid for real laurels. The
London Times Literary Supplement of December 17, 1982, calls his
"The Dead" the greatest short story in English.
Philip is now probing "Finnegan's Wake" and is convinced
it must be read like music or abstract poetry to get at a concrete
meaning.
He offers this paper as a "modest footnote to a rediscovery
of Ulysses, which, if set to music, might be easier reading."
Eslie Asbury opened the meeting by reading a Memorial to
Randolph L. Wadsworth. It was voted to place this Memorial in the
Archives and send a copy to Sally Wadsworth.
Respectfully submitted,
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Secretary
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~UNUTES

OF MEETING
May 2, 1983

President Robert Hilton presided. 52 members were present.
Paper "Autobiographies and Memoirs; Trees; Religion and The Club"
written and read by Eslie Asbury.
Eslie gives us a wide-ranging trilogy.
"Autobiographies and Memoirs". Freud said that autobiographies lie and conceal. Somerset Maughm added the explanation
that it isn't possible to tell the whole truth. Mark Twain felt
that a man's acts and words are just a little part of his life -his life is lived in his head.
Some autobiographies provide lasting historical perspectives.
Others stress the self. Too many exceptional men simply haven't had
the time, the literacy nor the inclination to write about themselves.
Eslie believes well-written memoirs are worthwhile despite
their distortions and concealment -- they do reveal the all important
temperament of a man.
How to get started?
martinis to start.

Try E. B. White's approach -- three

"Trees". The earth's most valuable product is in the
vegetable kingdom -- it is trees. Without trees no oxygen; less
topsoil; less beauty.

!I
''

We are decimating our tree resources. When the early
settlers came to Ohio, a squirrel could travel from Lake Erie to
Cincinnati without touching the ground.
i .

we should take a page from the Indians' book on trees -they worshipped some and cared for all.
Cincinnati had some famous trees (Lew Gatch's Bur Oak
and Lea's oak in Clifton) and has always been tree conscious.
Eslie names many who gave our town its leafy beauty.
He recommends that one-half of each large yard be left
wild and, as far as possible, unmowed, and he believes the greatest.
philanthropist is the person who saves or plants trees.

I
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"Religion and The Club". Having reached the age of
permissible indiscretion, Eslie feels free to discuss religion.
Here are a few of his conclusions --

'

(
:
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religion.

;:

1.

The vast majority of people cling to their inherited

2.

The missionary's life is a frustrating one.

3.

Paul was the greatest salesman of all time.

4. The only good thing to come from the Crusades was the
thoroughbred.
5. The Catholic Church is of more practical value in
the crises of life and exerts more disciplinary influence.
·t

6.

i·

The good news about religion exceeds the bad.

7. Historically, the members of The Literary Club have
always had a great respect for religion.
I'

,,

Need more be said?

,,
:1

Respectfully submitted,

/j~().~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
May 9, 1983

'
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1 guest.

President Robert Hilton presided. 51 members were present
Paper "Hollywood Interlude" written and read by Jack watso~.

"Hollywood Interlude" is a sketch of Jack's five-year
professional life in Hollywood from 1934 to 1939.
Finding out early after graduation from CCM that he was
too young and too single for a teaching post in a ladies seminary,
Jack concentrated on making a living out of show business. In
quick succession he was singing in a dance band, working in radio
and entertaining in a New York speakeasy.
The need to make a
living and be rid of a sinus condition brought him to Hollywood,
and thereby lies our tale.
Almost at once he had a pleasant but unprofitable period
as a voice instructor in the Hollywood Conservatory; next an
unpleasant and unprofitable association with a phony agent; and
an interesting job on a gambling boat with delightful Bob Burns and
his bazooka. A new agent brought many interesting assignments with
the major studios who were busy providing background music for the
evolving musicals.

I

I

Here there were some memorable associations -- Grace
Moore (on the nervous temperamental side); Lily Pons (at the
height of her career and charming); George Burns and Gracie Allen
(Gracie was funny without her script or with it); Fred Astaire;
Dick Powell and others.
In 1935, Jack was hors de combat with an ulcer. Several
months later he was back to Hollywood and a new agent, Johnny
DeSilva, who kept him busy with small parts in company with Boris
Karloff, Ray Milland and John Boles. One highlight of t~ese days
was an assignment with Diana Durbin and Leopold Stowkoskl.
Four years passed and Jack did some soul searching and
decided to concentrate on earning a Master's degree in music at
USC. With the cooperation of his teac~er~, he was a?,le to.ans~er
many calls to work-- with John Wayne 1n Stagecoach , .D~v1d N1ven
in "Wuthering Heights" and as a double for Lawrence Ol1v1er (whom
he found to be humorless).
In 1939, he finished his course and decided to go into
doctoral study.
<;

Here the narrative ends
more the pity -- but not
before Jack acknowledges the help of his wife, Corinne. Not

only through these five topsy-turvy years, but in the 46 years of
their life together thus far.
Pick another period, Jack, and tell us about it.
Respectfully submitted,

0~a.~

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
May 16, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. 54 members were present,
3 guests. Paper "To the Ends of the Earth" written and read by
Nelson Knaggs.
Nelson's paper is a highlight of his experiences as a
member of the Explorers Club. Here is a sampling of his fascinating
references.
Roy Chapman Andrew, a former president, was notable for
the three expeditions he led into the Gobi Desert over a three-year
period. Each was a triumph of planning and execution and produced
unprecedented 40-million-year fossils including dinosaur eggs
which, when broken, showed the white bones of unhatched dinosaurs.
;\

Nelson's membership dates from 1948 and was a pleasant
aftermath of his own Amazon River search for wax-bearing.botanicals.
His first lecture was memorable for sharing the program with Mathew
Hensen, Admiral Peary's servant and companion in the discovery of
the North Pole. In 1957, he shared a program with Nelson Glueck.
In 1950, carrying the Explorers Club flag, Nelson led an
expedition into the jungle-clad Maya ruins in Guatemala.
The Club's annual dinner, or "Boombash", is a spectacular
event marked by exotic foods (baked monkey, baked boa constrictor,
iguana, baby worms, alligator tails, Aleutian reef worms, ants,
lambs' eyeballs) and high jinks (falcons in flight over the guests,
boa constrictors doing their thing and a full-grown kangaroo in
tuxedo).
Nelson has met and shared experiences with most of the
great modern explorers (Thor Heyerdahl of Kon Tiki fame, Peter
Freuchen who cut off his own frozen leg, Dr. Werner Von Braun,
Sir Edmund Hillary, to name a few).
Personally, I would like to see the exhibit which hangs
in the Club headquarters mens 11 room.
The members present voted unanimously to make a gift
of $250 to the Lytle Park Maintenance Fund.
Respectfully submitted,

tJ.Jk.-_ ~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary

I
I

MINUTES OF MEETING
May 23, 1983

I
I

President Robert Hilton presided. 58 members were present,
2 guests. Paper 11 United States v. Kristina Berster 11 written and
read by Stephen z. Starr.
The Iranian passport, with a Canadian stamp but no u.s.
visa, said she was Sharzad Nobari. She told Customs Patrol Officer
John Ryan that she was 11 0Ut for a walk, but lost. 11 He took her
into custody.
The passport turned out to be a forgery. She turned out
to be Kristina Berster, 27, a German national and a member of a
terrorist organization euphemistically called the 11 Socialists'
Patient Collective (SPK) ...
The subsequent indictment and trial revealed many
amazing and significant details -- visits to South Yemen and Syria
(not found in her passport); a warrant for her arrest issued in
Germany; a Paris assignation which provided plans and means for
entry to the U.S. It was interesting to learn that she had arrived
in Montreal with $20.00 but had $620.00 when taken into custody -hardly enough to pay for the phalanx of nine lawyers who came to
her defense.
That stalwart of human rights, William Kuntsler, of
"Chicago Seven" renown, pulled out all the stops at her trial
but could not distract Judge Cbffrin from conducting the trial
his own way. The jury convicted.. her on all counts.
Deportation proceedings inched forward, marked by
appeal after appeal, protest demonstrations and Miss Verster's
gallstone problems which required surgery in the Federal Prison
Hospital in Lexington. They were cut short by her decision to
return to Germany. She was accompanied by Attorney Waterman
who was surely not along for the ride, but to see how much of
his $20,000.00 fee he could collect from relatives.
Steve reports that two years after her return all
charges by the German government were dropped and that there has
been a sharp decline in the utility of Iranian passports.
This brief account does not do justice to the interesting
detail of Steve's paper.
Respectfully submitted,

.

t)J~~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
JUNE 6, 1983
President Robert Hilton presided. There were 56 members
present and 2 guests. The paper was "The Brown Hotel Mess" written
and read by Glenn Thompson.
.
The "mess" was a clique of politically and socially
prom1nent southe7ners who.ma~e.antebellum Washington society a gay
(properly) exper1ence. V1rg1n1a Clay, wife of the Alabama senator,
and Mary Chestnut, wife of the senator from South Carolina kept
things humming.
'

·!
'

With the secession in 1861, the group moved to Richmond
and somehow survived the rigors of a beleaguered society. At war's
end, Virginia's husband surrendered his forces and, along with
Jefferson Davis, was clapped into irons. It took Virginia eleven
months to persuade President Johnson to grant him a parole.

l.
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Then it was back to Alabama where her husband died in
1882. Virginia married twice-widowed David Clopton and resumed
an active life of travel, writing and Honorary Presidency of the
United Daughtersof the Confederacy. She was described as proud,
vain and snobbish. She died on her 90th birthday.
The end of the war found the Chestnuts in South Carolina
practically penniless and with Mary ill. She never whimpered but
busied herself with writing and reconstructing in diary form her
war experiences. She was brilliant, perceptive and intolerant of
the viciousness of old men and men's dominance of women. The
"Brown Hotel Mess" lives largely through her memoirs.
The Secretary read the minutes of the May meetings.
There was no meeting on May 30. The minutes were accepted, but
not "as read" -- Alan Vogeler criticized the pronunciation of
"D.i.a.n.a" as spelled in Jack Watson's paper. Jack Watson
apologized for his misspelling, the Secretary.d~sclaimed responsibility for authors' spellings and another cr1s1s passed.
The election of officers and one trustee followed.
The results -- John Diehl, President; Woodward G~rber, Vice
President; William Sullivan, Secretary; George R1eveschel,
Treasurer; Thomas Gephardt, Clerk; and Herbert Curry, Trustee.
Respectfully submitted,

tJ~CJ~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
JUNE 13, 1983
It.was a beautiful night -- from start to finish. The
weather was ~deal, a.clear, slightly warmish June evening (as
rare as the day vers~on). Bud Macht's "Dowery" (spelling acceptable) was a ~ove~y setting inside and out. Our steward presided
o~er a~ple l~bat1ons and a robust grilled steak dinner.
Bud's
d~rec~1ons both by letter and sign post were clear and thoughtful
and d1sregarded by only a few members. President Hilton took a
nice.moment to express his appreciation of the honor of serving as
Pres1dent of the Club. Ken Blackwell read a most interesting paper
to the 77 members present.

I ,

Like most all previous final meetings, it was deemed a
"tough act to follow."

'

I

')

"Public Policy, Practical Politics and Pity the Poor
Politician" written and read by J. Kenneth Blackwell.
'
1

'i

Ken's paper is a plaintive appeal for pity for the
poor politician as he endeavors to reconcile concern for the public
good with being practical.
Take the case of the recent fireman's strike threat.
The deliberately ambiguous balance of power between council and
the city manager brought public policy and practical politics
into conflict -- practical politics prevailed. Public policy
remains in jeopardy.
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Ken cites the case of John F. Kennedy who swept into
office on a commitment to pour federal funds into education,
minimum wage and other broad social measures. At the end of
1,000 days, there was little legislative or social change: In
comparison, Lyndon Johnson pushed through nearly.every maJor .
initiative Kennedy had promised but L.B.J.'s gen1us for pract1cal
politics did not keep him in office.
The Cuban Missile Crisis is another case in point.
Much expert opinion holds that Krushchev lost ~oth on public
policy and practical politics while Kennedy enJoyed a double
win. Ken doesn't think so. He believes Kennedy clearly won
and Krushchev clearly lost the practical politics battle but
the reverse is true in case of public policy. In Ken's assessment of the public policy objectives of each, Krushchev won
hands down and Kennedy lost. .

i
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Or the 1974 election in which Governor Gilligan was
caught in the conflict between his view of sound public policy
and Jim Rhodes' practical politics -- the latter won.
,,
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Ken looks forward to discussing this question with members
in the second meeting of June 2483.
And so another year.

I

Respectfully submitted,
!

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
·I:
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THE 1982-1983 YEAR IN REVIEW
Another eventful and satisfying year.
I

We met 38 times and 1,978 members attended the meetings
84 more than the previous year. The average attendance was 52.0526.
We had 112 guests, down from the 142 of the previous year. Are
we getting a bit selfish?
Fifty-four papers were read. Again the emphasis was
on history with twelve papers in this category. Five were biographical and one autobiographical. There were three papers
each on travel, science, politics, personal war experiences (down
from last year's five), humor, fiction, philosophy, literature
and whimsey. Two were on travel. Single papers were on sailplaning, ghosts, poetry and education, and one was a documentary.
There were five papers on personal experiences -- nonwar.

I,
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Russell Cook retired after years of faithful service
as steward. Robert Dressler was appointed in his place and
quickly established a new menu for the evening collations to
which the members adjusted with gusto.
Woody Garber saw to the completion of many improvements
in wiring, painting and foundation. We are in pretty good physical
condition.
Three of our members died -- Murray Seasongood, Randolph
Wadsworth, Sr. and Robert Hollister. Each made great contributions to the Club as attested to in the memorials written and read
for them. Murray Seasongood made a bequest of $2,500 to the Club
along with an as yet unspecified gift of books.
We made a $250 gift to the Lytle Park Maintenance Fund.
Under Robert Hilton's low-keyed leadership, the Club
prospered. The mem:Q.ers paid their dues and turned out in record
numbers. The papers were exceptionally interesting and.well
delivered. The post prandial discussions were lively, lnformative and good humored.
The recent trend toward dull but speedy elections continued. The following were elected to office-- John.Diehl,
President; woody Garber, Vice President; William Sull1van, Secretary;
George Rieveschl, Treasurer; Thomas Gephardt, Clerk.
The secretary's minutes were corrected ~even times.
However, he disclaims responsibility for misspell1ng and, in
this connection, plans to have Alan Vogeler check papers.
All in all, 1982-1983 will be a touc~ Jc~ t~ follow.

tJ~ CYJ;l{~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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The 1982-1983 YEAR IN REVIEW
Another eventful and satisfying year.
4u-'4ta

we met 38 times.l,978..,members attended the meetings-84 more than the
previous year.The average attendance was 52.0526.we had 112 guestsdown from the 142 of the previous year.Are we getting a bit selfish?

54 papers were read.Again the emphasis was on history with 12 papers in
this category • 5 were biographical and 1 autobiographical. There were three
papers each on Travel,Science,politics,Personal •ar wxperiences(Down from
last year's 5)Humor,Fiction,Philosophy,Literature,Whimsey,and Literature.
2 were on Travel.Single papers were on Sailplaning,Ghosts,Poetry,Education.
And 1 was a.J documentary. There were 5 papers 0 1•• n Personal Experiences-non-war.
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Russell ;c-ook;~ retired after years of faithful service as Steward.Robert
ssler was appointed·in his place and quickly established a new menu for
the evening collations to which the members adjusted with gusto.
Garber saw to the completion of many improvement-in wiring,painting,
oundation.We are in pretty good physical condition.
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e of our members died.Murra· .y Seasongood,Randolph Wadsworth Sr. ,and
rt Hollister.Each made great contributions to the Club as attested
in the Memorials written and read for 11/.H# them.Murray Seasongood
e a bequest of~ ~the Club along with an as yet unspecified
ft of books. f/lfRI- -~~-- h'¥mPHW#I#fWIWNMNffll#####
made a $250 gift to the Lytle Park Maintenance Fund,

recent trend toward dull but speedy elections continued.The following
re elected to office-John Diehl,President;Woody Garber,Vice President;
lliam Sullivan,Secretary;George Reveschl,Treasurer;Thomas Gephardt,Clerk.
Secretary's minutes were corrected 7 times.However he disclaims responsibil ·,
miss lling and~lans to have Alan Voegeler check papers, ~
in all 1982-1983 will be a tough act to follow.
Respectfully_s~b~tted

tJ~~
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
September 19, 1983

i
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President John Diehl presided. 60 members were present,
3 guests. Paper "The House at 77 Jefferson Street" written and
read by Luke Feck.

.
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There is a move afoot to make the house James Thurber
lived in as he attended Ohio State University a memorial to him
and to be used by and for an Ohio State writer-in-residence. It
has impelled Luke, a Thurber afficionado, to write a delightful
vignette of the author's Columbus life.
Thurber's parents were an odd pair, a melancholy father
and a fun-loving mother. The household was happy and lively.

'

'

James was shy but made it through high school. Ohio
State was a pit and pendulum experience. He refused to attend
R.O.T.C. classes and was so inept in botany that the professor,
checking his microscope technique, said, "My God, Thurber, you're
looking at your own eye!" He did write a story that brought a
life-long friendship with Elliot Nugent.
His vision was a long-time problem. He lost an eye
in a boyhood game of "William Tell" and for 40 years had only
partial vision in the other. He used to take his eye out and
let people hold it for a quarter. Understandably, he was an
absolute menace behind the wheel and working at the typewriter
was an even bigger problem until he learned to compose in his
head.
His associations with the Columbus Dispatch, and
subsequently with the New Yorker, like his Ohio State relationships, were love-hate ones -- there never was a dull moment.
Columbus, however, was special to him "half of my books
could not have been written it if had not been for the City of
Columbus."
He was a combination of old-fashioned Middle West
values and intellectual culture and the tension between these
forces underlies much of the comedy and melancholy and nostalgia
in his work.
It is no wonder that Luke feels the house is worth
saving.
In the business meeting that followed, the Secretary
read the minutes for June and gave a summary report of the year
1982-1983; the Treasurer presented a glowing report of our

financial condition; and the President asked the members to
consider a joint meeting, at a neutral spot, with the Indianapolis
Literary Club.

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
September 26, 1983

3 guests.

President John Diehl presided. 44 members were present,
Budget presented by John A. Reid.

First paper, "Whatever Happened to Learner Blackman?"
written by J. Paul Jones.

!
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. .
.Learn7r ~lackman was an 7arly Methodist preacher in
C1nc1nnat1 who 1nv1ted Edmund Harr1son, his wife and seven
children to share his home upon their arrival from Virginia.
When the Harrison's eighth child was born, he was named Learner
Blackman Harrison, probably out of gratitude for the Reverend's
charity.
L. B. Harrison (Learner Blackman Harrison was quite a
mouthful) had an interesting life. At age sixteen he struck out
for himself as a grocery clerk; did a good job and ended that
phase of his life as a partner in a grocery firm that made him
wealthy. An attractive bachelor at 38, he married Fanny Goodman;
invested his profits in real estate; associated himself with the
then fledgling First National; and, at age 55, was its president
until his death at age 87.
Meanwhile, along with the Longworths and Groesbecks,
he moved to 65 acres "in the country" to his estate "Webetook"
(short for "We betook ourselves to the country").
He had ten children, eleven grandchildren and there
are several fourth, fifth and possibly sixth generation descendants
still in this area.
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So now you know what "L.B." stands for. Paul did a
lot of good research to produce these two interesting biographies.
Second paper, "Strung Up by Our Own Neck" written by
John A. Reid.
Panama is the "Neck" and the canal is the albatross
around the neck.
The canal has problems. Traffic has dropped and
despite rate changes the operation is unprofi~able; .Mexico
plans to haul freight across its narrowest po1nt; N1car~gua
is toying with the idea of building.a new canal (the Un1ted
States had originally planned to bu1ld the ~an~l there); .the.
delivery of Alaskan oil has required the bu1ld1ng of a p1pel1ne
to eliminate the need to tranship oil through the canal~ C~stro
and any other anarchists are a threat to the canal and lt lS
easy prey for them. Intervention on our part under our treaty
with Panama might require invasion of Cuba.

I·'
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And you think you have problems!
Vogeler.

Third paper, "Underground Wonderland" written by Alan R.

Mammoth Cave in Kentucky was first entered by a white
man in 1799 and, initially, was exploited for its saltpeter
reserves -- used to produce gunpowder in the War of 1812. When
that became unprofitable, it was opened to the public as a
natural showplace and has been a tourist attraction since 1916.
,.'

'

Why do caves occur? They are formed from sedimentary
water -- soluble rock originally deposited as layers at the
bottom of ancient seas. Over countless millenia volcanic action
turns these layers into limestone and gypsum and the slow action
of surface and underground water wears away the rock and produces
caves.
In 1940, Alan, as a member of a University of Kentucky
radio station crew, toured the cave under the leadership of Chief
Guide Charlet of the National Park Service. It was an awesome
trip with Alan's 118-pound frame making it possible to negotiate
the narrowest openings. Today a choice of tours from two to
six and one-half hours enables one to appreciate the wonder of
it all.

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
October 3, 1983

1 guest.

President John Diehl presided. 49 members were present,
Paper "Fatal Flaw" written and read by Guido J. Gores.

Prag~atically speaking, the Treaty of Paris created a
federal republ~c not a democracy. There had been no universal
suff7age, .a~d political participation was by an elite of the
lead~ng c~t~zens.
For the next half century, it functioned quite
well but gradually faded into oblivion in favor of democracy.

Throughout all political change, the politician has
endured; self-perpetuating, seemingly indispensable and universal
in nature regardless of how he arrived on the scene. His prime·
occupation, need and purpose is survival in office.
Approaching the 1984 election, Guido feels change is
needed. Increased taxes will only give the politician more to
spend; the unorganized majority of our democracy demands no
discipline of its politicians; the pollyannas will continue to
make entitlements out of gifts; and defense, retirement and
health plans are expanding expense virtually beyond control.
If American democracy is to survive, the current fiscal
debt must be solved. Guido asks for support in commencing the
process of altering our federal government. He believes a radical
change in who governs, and how they are elected, is a most likely
and worthwhile solution. He urges a return to the republic and
a return of responsibility to an elite who should be motivated,
educated, responsive, dynamic and more objective than our presently
elected Congress. He thinks such an elite exists and can do the
job without dictatorship or revolution. Noblesse oblige!
In the business session that followed, Herb Curry, in
the absence of the Secretary, read the minutes of September and,
unlike the Secretary, escaped unscathed.
President Diehl asked for an expression on the proposed
joint meeting with the Indianapolis Literary Club. The group
appeared favorable to a Spring 1984 date with Eslie Asbury preparing an appropriate paper.

t0 ~"' ot~"~
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF l·1EETING
October 10, 1983
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President John Diehl presided. 47 members were present,
2 guests. Paper "To Ratchet: Transitive or Intransitive" written
and read by Eugene L Saenger.
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Gene is not giving a lesson in grammar -- he never really
answers the question whether "to ratchet" is transitive or
intransitive.
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He does explain that a "ratchet" is a mechanical device
for applying force in one direction and he does emphasize that to
be ratcheted by public or private bureaucrats is a very frustrating
experience.

'
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His research on radiation some years ago is a case in
point. Politicians and related staff people pontificated endlessly
and pointlessly and made his life generally unbearable.
Here the ratcheting was on a grand scale.
On a small scwae, but no less irritating, was his more
recent attempt to withdraw funds from a bank's mechanical teller.
Part of the problem was his own fault in having two cards, each
with a different maximum. His efforts to complete the transaction
were fruitless and left him in a rage. A subsequent discussion
with the bank's expert only proved that Gene was at fault -- and
that a ratchet operates only in one direction.

;j A(J-..
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
October 17, 1983
President John Diehl presided. 54 members were present,
5 guests. Paper "How to Write a (French) Novel About America"
written and read by Kornel Huvos.
Did you know that every year French writers publish
between 30 and 80 novels about America and Americans? They do.
For a quarter century, Kernel has been following with
puzzlement this unremitting Americanomania and has published a
bibliography of 276 French novels written between 1960-1980 which
deal with American topics.
He has grouped them under fifteen distinct themes and
with each theme he has indicated significant treatment of the
subject (~, French male novelists prefer depicting love affairs
between Frenchmen and American women, while their female counterparts usually show Frenchwomen in love with American men).
Surprisingly, and yet, upon thought, not so surprising,
the portrait that results is not so much one of America, but of
France. Not of the model, but of its creator.
And Kornel wonders "why so much about America? Why
not China? The USSR?" He does not have the complete answer -but this he knows, it signals something terribly important about
America.

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
October 24, 1983
President
John Diehl presided. 49 members were present,
11
5 guests. Paper Medicine Mann written and read by David Reichert.
The 11 Medicine Mann is Albert Coombs Barnes, son of a
slaughterhouse worker. He grew up in squalor but went on to earn
a degree in medicine and finish work on a doctorate in chemistry.
He was a successful amateur boxer and semi-professional
ball player. Upon his return from his chemistry studies in Germany,
he married and settled down to perfect his development of 11 Argyrol 11 •
It was an immediate and sensational success and he was soon a
wealthy man.
He took up painting but was an admitted hack. In
1912, he gave a friend $20,000 to purchase art in Europe but
was dumfounded with the Renoirs, Monets, Picassos and the like
which he brought back. (Later the Philadelphia Enquirer was to
describe them as 11 indescribable curiosities 11 . ) Barnes was
counselled to wait and study them, which he did. When he opened
his museum in 1924, he had 700 paintings of the French School
together with 100 works by Americans.
, I
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His revenge against his critics was sweet -- he refused
them admission to his museum. The list of those denied admission
is formidable, including royalty, art connoiseurs, a college
president and countless social and business elite.
Barnes was killed in an auto accident at age 79.
Today, by law, the museum is open to limi~ed numbers
on limited days. It is a monument to his love of l1fe; .a symbol
of creative enjoyment; and a joy to all who partake of 1t.
Barne's life and David's selection of incidents from
it make for a delightful paper.

!Jdt~~,
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
!34th Anniversary Meetina
. October 31, 1983
J

Seventy-nine members and three guests turned out to
partake of a feast for body and soul on this auspicious occasion.
Only the Maisonette or Pigall's could have come close
to matching the gourmet meal. Woody Garber had three delightful
wines to punctuate the courses. Our own Victor Reichert asked a
blessing and President Diehl's brother, Father Tom Diehl gave
the benediction. Elsie Asbury gave an account of Harvard and the
Club and President Diehl exercised his prerogative to read an
inspired paper on Lawrence c. Carr.
"Harvard and The Literary Club in the Nineteenth Century".
Eslie begins with the founding of Harvard by Puritans
as a Center of Education consistent with Cardinal Newman's "Idea
of a University".
As it grew "in wisdom and learning", so did its students.
Many of its faculty and alumni engaged in the activisms of their
time but Harvard, as an institution, was not involved -- it stuck
to its sole purpose, to be a great center of education.
Understandably, many Harvard alumni have belonged to
our Club and served it well. The list is long and includes Salmon P.
Chase, Rutherford B. Hayes and Julius Dexter, who headed the revival
of The Literary Club after the Civil War.
But Eslie reminds us that when a man becomes a member
of The Literary Club, he enters naked -- his origin, religion! .
politics wealth, experiences he checks at the door. Thus, w1th1n
these walls even graduates of Harvard are on their own -- free and
equal to pursue Club satisfactions and immortality.
:!
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Again, Eslie does himself proud.
"Lawrence

c.

Carr".

Born in 1855 Carr at age 7, lost his mother; spent
f
f
'
t ; an d
three months marching as
mascot
with his father I s reg1men
then was present when his father died in battle.
Raised by a guardian uncle and aided by a friendly
retired judge, he supported himself wi~h various jobs, and in
1877 graduated with honors from the Oh1o Medical College.
A year later a district physician in Cincinnati, he
spent a horrible week ~board the plague-ridden steamboat John Porter.
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(Later, on November 18, 1911, he described the event of that week
in a Literary Club paper entitled "The Story of the Plague Boat".)
I
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This experience sparked his medical career as a renowned
authority on yellow fever.
In 1885, he was elected to The Literary Club and immediately became a dedicated member with, eventually, 93 papers to
his credit.
He was President of the Club in 1898-1899.

\

He dearly loved the Club and demonstrated that affection
by leaving us practically everything he had when he died. It is
only right and proper that his name heads the list of Honorary
Members where it will continue as long as there is The Literary
Club.
A splendid paper about a splendid man.
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
November 7, 1983

1 guest.

President John Diehl presided. 43 members were present,
Paper "War" written and read by Roger w. Clark.

War is as old as man and man is the only animal to
engage in this organized violence.
Strangely there is a glamor to it -- understandable in
primitive hand-to-hand conflict where the best man risked his life
and won or lost. But there is little personal glory in modern
warfare when combatants -- and noncombatants -- may never see
each other but are slaughtered by unseen and impersonal weaponry.
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Today we are on the brink of total destruction.
just does not make sense.

It

Roger sees sovereignty, with its prerogative of going to
war to maintain itself, as a basic cause of this madness. It
would be great if sovereignty could be abolished -- very unlikely.
Then why not have each sovereign state relinquish a goodly part
of its sovereignty to a supergovernment which alone could maintain
a military force.

J
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Roger concedes this to be a far-fetched solution but
feels it is not as unrealistic as it sounds. Why can't dogs and
cats lie down together? But the trouble is we are dealing with
human animals.
A provocative paper with impressive historical documentation.
A business meeting followed. Bob Allen presented the .
Club with a limited facsimile edition of a Henry-Farney, Lofcard~o
Hearn 1874 publication. It was accepted with pleasure.
And Don Lyle presented the Club with a handsomely
framed rubbing of a 16th century brass plaque. It was accepted
with enthusiastic applause.
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
November 14, 1983
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President John Diehl presided. 50 members were present,
2 guests. Paper "Our Man in Luxembourg" written and read by Louis M.
Prince.
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The Depression in 1931 brought John Dolibois to Akron
at the age of thirteen. A bright, personable and determined lad,
he settled down to make his way in a new land. He won a scholarship to Miami and capped a fine academic career there by marrying
Winnie.
Drafted as a private, he rose to captaincy and was assigned
in Europe where, among other achievements, he saved the Lippizaner
horses and provided invaluable information for the prosecutors of
war criminals at Nuremberg.
In June, 1946, he returned to Cincinnati and, after a
short stint with Procter & Gamble, was appointed Executive Director
of Miami's Alumni affairs. His success in that role was dramatic.
Involved in establishing a foreign study center, Luxembourg was
selected. Successful in this endeavor, the States Department
sought his services as did Luxembourg. He served some ten years
in these international endeavors and it was not surprising when
a phone call carne in Venice from President Reagan asking him to
serve as Ambassador to the country of his birth.
Lou properly calls the rise of John Dolibois, son of a
plasterer in Grund, to United States Ambassador an "American
dream come true". He assures us that we can be proud of our
Embassy; of our "Man in Luxembourg" and of the fact that we are
Americans too.
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
November 21, 1983
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President John Diehl presided~ 50 members were present,
3 guests. Paper "The Old West Comes Al1ve" written and read by
Richard S. Tuttle .
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Frederick Sackrider Remington had an early fascination
with the military, horses and the western outdoors. He also had
an innate talent for painting. The combination of the two made
a unique contribution to America's artistic scene.

. I
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The West attracted him and, after a wrapping-paper sketch
of.li~e there was e~ge7ly published.by Harpers, he settled down to
pa1nt1ng and establ1sh1ng a reputat1on for being competent in boxing,
riding, dancing, drinking, playing poker and swearing.
Harpers Weekly, Outing and Century recognized his raw
power applied to human figures and horses and kept him busy with
a slew of commissions.
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But his talent did not stop with painting. He teamed
up with Owen Wister to set the stereotype for Romantic Western
novels. His book, "Pony Tracks", gave him acceptance as a literary
man. President Roosevelt said of him, "You come closer to the
real thing with the pen than any other man in the western business." After a friend, Augustus Thomas, saw him more as a sculptor
than painter, he moved into that art with such success that his
bronzes sold immediately and at high prices, providing him with
an annuity of sorts.
At age 29, he was elected an associate of the National
Academy of Design but friends said his image as a high liver
would preclude his acceptance into the National Academy. Remington
responded by deciding not to exhibit again at the Academy.
By 1904 he was an ill man -- too much drink~ng and
eating. Despite this problem, he did a memorab~e ser1es of
paintings depicting the Louisiana Purchase Terr1tory.
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In 1909 it was time to sit back and enjoy life. He
and his wife Eva built a country home in Ridgefield, Connecticut.
But rum and ~good grup" had it otherwise. ~hree hundred pounds
and a ruptured appendix did him in and he d1ed December 26,
1909, at 48 years of age.
1

He left behind nearly 3,000 works of art -- sk7tches,
paintings bronzes novels and essays. A remarkable ach1evement
'
'
by a remarkable
man.
An excellent f'1rst paper.
J
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
November 28, 1983

4 guests.

President John Diehl presided. 52 members were present,
Budget presented by Hans Zimmer.

President Diehl opened the meeting by introducing our
new steward, Giovanni Palmieri, and called for a round of farewell
applause for Robert Dressler.

'

Zimmer.

~

First paper, "The Chief Said" written and read by Hans

The chief was Roger Adams, professor of chemistry at
the University of Illinois. The paper is an abbreviated account
of a simple and straightforward test of the active principle of
cannabis by some of Dr. Adams' colleagues. They swallowed isolated
parts of the isolated materials and observed themselves for reactions.
Here is one finding -- "one capsule at 4.45 PM, ate well, legs
became numb, mind fuzzy and disoriented. Time stood still (what
seemed an hour was but a moment). By 8 PM symptoms at worst,
could quickly recognize a chemical problem but could not solve
it. Next morning, after a nembutal-aided sleep felt better but
dull and with poor memory. Afternoon dictation was declared
repetitious and unclear. By 5 PM normal again."

I:

Those are the facts -- draw your own conclusion.
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Second paper, "The Browning of the Golden Bough"
written by Gordon A. Christenson.
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The domestic pot business is now self-sufficient with
no surpluses, no discernible exports, total efficiency in distribution and consumption -- and no taxes.

'•;
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The American product is of high quality and potent and
the hazards of smoking pure honest-to-God-home-grown pot are
serious.
Enforcement agents are thrilled with the prospect of
nipping the industry in the bud with p~raquat spray -- ~s was
done in Mexico. some prefer air-spott1ng as more sport1ng.
But American ingenuity will find a way to preserve this
flourishing business and the contest of wits between "narcos" and
the creative entrepreneurs is endless. Meanwhile, the leaves are
browning.

' i

Gephardt.

Third paper, "Everybody's Doing It" written by Thomas

~e~ween 1~~3 and 19?8, eleven states passed laws
. .
decr~m~nal~z~ng mar~]uana. S~nce 1978 not one state has joined
their ran~s. Even Jane Fonda has joined America's parents'
stand aga~nst the drug. Nevertheless, the United States has

the highest level of marijuana use among young people of any
developed country.
Marijuana has no advocates with quite the eloquence of
the protestation, "Everybody's doing it."
Fourth paper, "The Social Grasses" written by Robert W.
Hilton, Jr.
Bob's affection for Hans prompted him to write this
paper despite a complete ignorance of the subject. His subsequent
fact finding consisted of a poll of young and middle-aged friends
in Michigan plus a test case involving his secretary.
The young people felt the results unpredictable but
generally interesting. One middle-aged male insisted that
mar~Juana heightens the pleasure of micturition and defacation.
A female friend's experience was one of horrible disorientation
and prolonged nausea. Bob's secretary typed this paper while
snnking a joint -- the typing suffered but not her self-assurance
as reflected by her bowing low as she wiped off his chair and
saying, "Park your ass, Sir."
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
December 5, 1983
President John Diehl presided. 52 members were present
3 gues t s. P aper "O nee Would Have Been Too Much" written and read '
by Ernest Muntz.
Ernie takes advantage of a gratuitous opinion that every
member is entitled to one war story to write .• HIS,
It begins with enlistment in the Army Air Corps in
1942 and two years of training in Meteorology and Cryptoloqy
from which he emerged in Texas as an officer and gentleman~with
the title "Cryptographic Security Officer."
In the midst of the subsequent boredom came a request
for "volunteer-communication and cryptographic specialitiesharzardous duty." Ernie won the race of two to volunteer. Then
it was more meteorology and coding aimed at advising artillery
units how to adjust their fire for the effect of weather.
And then the "eyes only!" message --Ernie's eyes.
The weather squadron was to land with the first wave of the
invasion of Japan! On the day of packing to board the train
came word of the atomic bombing of Japan. Orders were cancelled.
For all practical purposes, the war was over. A celebration
was in order and it followed, long, loud and magnificent.
Ernie has no sense of guilt about the dropping of the
bomb. Yes, his life was probably saved, but so were the lives
of millions of Japanese and Americans. His is not a peculiarly
American view -- it is the opinion of nuclear research scientist
Dr. Taro Takemi (and the majority of Japanese people today) that
this bomb saved Japan.
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At the short business meeting, which followed, Richard
Hait was elected to membership .
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
December 12, 1983
President John Diehl presided. 42 members were present,
2 guests. Paper "The Third Horseman" written and read by John w.
Vester.
History records how pestilence has combined with war and
famine to topple empires and civilizations. John gives us an exhaustive and vivid account of the ravages of pandemic disease down
through the ages.
Texts, dating from 2000 B.C. on, describe the terror
of Babylonian, Egyptian and Chinese populaces confronted with
pestilence -- bubonic, typhus, cholera.
The Plague of Athens, demoralizing the capital and
weakening the navy, brought about its downfall to Sparta.
Rome, despite its advanced civilization and system of
sanitation, was not spared. Returning and invading soldiers
brought disease which decimated the empire and probably caused
its ultimate fall.
The Crusades, all six of them, were turned back more
effectively by disease than by the armed might of the Saracens.
The Black Death and the Plague of Justinian killed
millions. There were bubonic plagues spread by fleas which
invested the black rat. (Fortunately, the black rat is prey
to the larger and more ferocious brown rat whose fleas are not
interested in jumping to man as a host.)
'
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Napoleon's disaster in Russia was largely the result
of typhus, which reduced his 265,000-man army to 90,000 by the
time it reached Moscow.
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Cholera has taken a toll of millions and millions.
It spread in 1817 from Calcutta to Japan and Africa and subsequently to Russia, Europe and across the Atlantic.
Influenze takes on a guerilla-like attack, always
on the move and attacking on a wide front. It was the greatest
hardship for the Revolutionary forces wintering at Valley Forge.
Grisly as John's account is, it is a chronicle of
the toughness of the human ~p7cies . . we h~ve made advances in
combating pestilence, but v1g1lance 1s st1ll the watchword.
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As we scan the horizon for mushroom-shaped clouds, we should also
look for the silouette of the Third Horseman -- he may even now
be on the move.
The paper reflects considerable research.

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
December 19, 1983
The Christmas celebration.
73 members were present, 4 guests.

President John Diehl presided.

It w~s ~ lovely evening -- clear and cold outside, warm
and friendly w1th1n the Clubhouse. The Trustees did themselves
proud.
First there was music, loud and emphatic as only a
brass.band can be. Stony pre~ided over the eggnog bowl and
Charl17 Robertson ~ot an enem1c fire started. Papers were read
-- del1ghtfully br1ef -- and then fifteen minutes of caroling
with Rollin Workman chiming in with some barbershop harmony.
And f~nally the feast-- Eslie's turkey done to a turn, tasty
d7ess1ng and gravy a~d assorted side dishes capped with pumpkin
p1e. Wo~dy Gar~er d1d a masterful job of carving, producing
from a s1ngle b1rd generous portions for the assemblage of 77.
(Smacked of the miracle of the loaves and fishes, Giovanni saw
to the nice serving of the feast and all was well.)
r:

Here are the papers.
Prince.

"Freedom's End" a true story written and read by Lou

An American ambassador visiting troops in West Germany
just before Christmas is asked by a young American Samoan soldier
if he ever talked with the President. When told that this did
happen, he said, "Please, sir, tell him this, 'We're proud to
be here, and we aren't afraid of nothing.'"
The Ambassador was impressed and in his next diplomatic
bag recounted the soldier's remarks. Some weeks later, the Armed
Forces radio relayed President Reagan's message to West Germany.
Yes, the young Samoan soldier was there and heard the Pr7sident
with obvious pride -- quote his message. He sprang to h1s feet
and let out a loud whoop. "Goddarn! The system works! Sign me up
for another three years!"
"Two Cats" written and read by Charles Robertson.
Charles' wife found herself at the SPCA seeking a
replacement for the deceased family cat. She spotted a likel~
gray and white one but could not resist the appea~ of a frant1c
little black and white fur ball. She went home w1th them both.
Charlie, brought up with dogs as pets, has finall~ ~djusted to
cats. He describes, with affection, the.personal1t7es and
singularities of Twink and Cass. He adm1ts to l~ok1ng.forw~rd
during the coming holidays to many pleasurable t1mes. w1th h1s
delightful companions.
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"Doggie In the Window -- That, Nothing More" written
by Herbert Curry and read by Charlie Robertson.
Herb skates on thin ice with another war story -- this
one a study in contrasts.
From the cold, God-forsaken barracks of Fort Kilmer,
New Jersey, and the maddening, monotonous repetition of Patti
Paige and "Doggie in the Window" to caressing breezes and the
warming sun of San Juan, Puerto Rico, and lovely Spanish music.
Christmas Eve found Jack and his pal Jack beginning their
eighteen-month siesta with donated lobster dinners at the
caribe Hilton Hotel. As they drank their excellent coffees
and sipped their brandies, they listened to a beautiful small
brunette belt out the melodic "Esa La Mas." What a war story!

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
December 26, 1983
Clerk Thomas Gephardt presided. Sixteen members and four
guests braved -9° weather to hear the budget organized and read by
Holden Wilson, Jr. ·
First paper "Xmas '26" written by Yeatman Anderson.
Yeatman's 1926 Christmas was a disaster!!
He didn't get rid of his
Santa's lap he was shocked to find
brother knocked over the Christmas
could never replace the real thing
year old.
Asbury.

baby brother; climbing on
Santa was a woman; his detestable
tree; and the doll he received
(the girl next door) •

All in all, it was a traumatic experience for a fiveChristmas would never again be the same -- ever.
Second paper "Turkeys I have Known" written by Taylor

Raising turkeys on Eslie's "Forest Retreat" farm was a
time consuming and not always rewarding endeavor.
The recently hatched poults were fed and protected
indoors for a month. Outside, they grew rapidly and were transferred to an old tobacco barn. Letting the flock roam allowed
for development of breast muscles and a "gamey" taste but the
attrition was great -- killer dogs, cloud bursts, and epidemic
diseases.
For many years now, Forest Retreat has raised turkeys
only for its own use and to keep up the 40-year tradition of a
bird for the Club's annual holiday celebration.
The poults are already ordered for next year and one
of their class will graduate with high honors and adorn the dining
table at our 1984 celebration, and, hopefully, for many years to
come.
I:
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Third paper "There were a Lot of People at the Fair"
written by Holden Wilson, Jr.
Good father that he is, Holden offered to help his son
write a speech on the origin of ice cream cones. He found himself engaged in a massive research.
Local dairy and ice cream :riends were no help. The
Dairy council referred him to the Dairy Association in Chicago.

Thence, to the International Milk Industry in Washington -- some
interesting conversations but no answers.
At the Crispey Creme Cone Co. in Columbus he hit pay
dirt. Carl Taylor, an Ohio State sophomore, was selling ice
cream at the 1904 World's Fair in St. Louis and he ran out of
dishes. Inspired, he rolled some flat sugar cookies from a
nearby stand into cornucopias and filled them with ice cream.
Their success was instantaneous.
Holden subsequently got some additional leads. An
Ernest Hami from Damascus, Syria, had a concession at the same
world's Fair to sell "Zalabia" --he rolled a waffle into a cone
and placed ice cream in it.
In the files of the Institute of Ice Cream Manufacturers
an Abe Doumar is credited with being the inventor of the cone -again at the same fair.
Other claimants didn't ring true, and Holden is glad
to insist that a good old Buckeye, Carl Taylor, invented the
ice cream cone.

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
January 2, 1984
President John Diehl presided. Fifty members were present,
three guests. Paper "At Least a Cruiser" written and read by Henry
Winkler.
Henry allows as to how he had "a relatively easy war."
Be that as it may, his account of his three and a half years in
the Navy as a Japanese language officer is an interesting one.
Beginning with his recruitment interview by Commander
Hindmarsh in the men'~ room of the Navy department headquarters,
his guide announced hJ.s presence: "Commander, this is Henry
Winkler." From behind the doors of one of the stalls came a
voice, "Winkler?" "Yes, Sir." "Fine, you're in if you can pass
the physical."
The training was interesting. His starting group of
150 was a peculiar crew. Their Phi Beta Kappa criterion quickly
became nonsignificant but their individual personalities made
them memorable.
The training was strenuous -- five and a half days a
week in classes of five for fourteen months -- nothing but
Japanese. There was a two-week break every three months.
-
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The faculty came in all sizes and shapes with the
Nisei teachers -- made up of doctors, lawyers, businessmen and
a professional golfer, most effective.
Over all it was a spectacularly successful program,
many of the students pursuing post-war careers in ~a~t.Asian
studies, and many becoming notables in other fields.
How was it put to work? The language officers worked
closely with the communications officers interpreting intercepted
messages; interrogating Japanese prisoners; analyzing captured
material.
Close calls? Henry had one. In Guam he was given
the choice to remain with his ship, the U.S. Calloway, or returning to New Guinea. He chose New Guinea. The ship sailed on
and caught one of the first Kamikazes flush on the bridge
Henry's station.
ordered home in 1945, he arrived in Boulde7 ju~t in
time to hear none other than Commander Hindmarsh delJ.verJ.ng a
the Commander
graduation address. In a climactic peroration,
tl
h
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announced, "Everyone of you is worth a a es P • II
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MINUTES OF MEETING
January 2, 1984
President John Diehl presided. Fifty members were present,
three guests. Paper "At Least a Cruiser" written and read by Henry
Winkler.
Henry allows as to how he had "a relatively easy war."
Be that as it may, his account of his three and a half years in
the Navy as a Japanese language officer is an interesting one.
Beginning with his recruitment interview by Commander
Hindmarsh in the men'~ room of the Navy department headquarters,
his guide announced h1s presence: "Commander, this is Henry
Winkler." From behind the doors of one of the stalls came a
voice, "Winkler?" "Yes, Sir." "Fine, you're in if you can pass
the physical."
The training was interesting. His starting group of
150 was a peculiar crew. Their Phi Beta Kappa criterion quickly
became nonsignificant but their individual personalities made
them memorable.
The training was strenuous -- five and a half days a
week in classes of five for fourteen months -- nothing but
Japanese. There was a two-week break every three months.
-
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The faculty came in all sizes and shapes with the
Nisei teachers -- made up of doctors, lawyers, businessmen and
a professional golfer, most effective.
Over all it was a spectacularly successful program,
many of the students pursuing post-war careers in ~a$t. Asian
studies, and many becoming notables in other fields.
How was it put to work? The language officers worked
closely with the communications officers interpreting intercepted
messages; interrogating Japanese prisoners; analyzing captured
material.
Close calls? Henry had one. In Guam he was given
the choice to remain with his ship, the u.s. Calloway, or returning to New Guinea. He chose New Guinea. The ship sailed on
and caught one of the first Kamikazes flush on the bridge
Henry's station.
ordered home in 1945, he arrived in Boulde: ju~t in
time to hear none other than commander Hindmarsh del1ver1ng a
graduation address. In a climactic perorat~onh.th; Commander
announced, "Everyone of you is worth a batt es 1p.
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Pausing to reflect, he corrected himself, "or at least
a cruiser."
In the business meeting that followed, the Secretary
read the minutes of the December meetings, which were, mercifully,
accepted as read.
Walter 1. Langsam Jr. was elected to membership.

w~~~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
January 9, 1984
President John Diehl presided. 50 members were present
3 guests. Paper "Will Anything Be Saved?" written and read by
'
Walter I. Farmer.
Walter's paper tells the story of the first attempt in
the history of the world to protect and preserve some of our
cultural past.
Early in Wor~d War II, two British officers, perturbed
by the ~am~ge and loot1ng of the British troops in Egypt, reported
their f1nd1ngs to an astounded war office. This brouaht about
their appointment as the first "Monument" officers.
J

The concern mounted and in 1943 President Roosevelt
set up a school to train qualified volunteers as "Specialist"
officers. At the same time, the preventing of looting, wanton
damage and sacrifice of buildings became a command responsibility.
Understandably, the Monument officers experienced opposition and
ridicule from much of the military.
In 1945, Walter, assigned to build bridges and POW
camps, seeing glorious furniture and art objects strewn about
by the DP's, made a major decision. He asked to become a
Monument officer -- his request was granted.
His first assignment -- to put a block-long building
in Wiesbaden into repair as a collecting point. With the help
of 150 German ex-GI's, this was accomplished, and on the assigned
day the treasure of the Reichbank began to arrive -- from all
over Germany.
Wise in the ways of the army, Walter solved one
crisis after another. Finally, to his amazement, came the
order to pack 202 paintings for shipment to the u.s. Appalled,
Walter appealed the order, to no avail. Then,,with 28 other
r.fonument officers he wrote the only proclamat1on of protest
in the entire sec~nd world war. Regardless, the.paintings
were shipped and, contrary to agreement, did go ~n tour in the
u.s., but, because of the furor that had been st1rred up,
they were returned to Germany.
Walter wonders if, after World War III, anything
will be saved.
A vivid first-hand account of an amazing achievement.
President Diehl welcomed Richard Hait to membership
and had him sign the register.
~1 .1
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
January 16, 1984
President John Diehl presided. 57 members were present,
4 guests. Paper "The Wrong Stuff --Arsenic in the Arctic" written
and read by William R. Burleigh.
OC~arles ~rancis Hall was one of several eccentric
Clnclnnatl Journallsts 7 (Present company excepted.) He was
0

0

0

obsessed w1th the Arct1c and made three exploratory expeditions
there.
He had to scrounge to finance the first in 1860. It
lasted two years during which he became the first Arctic explorer
to actually live with the Eskimos.
No sooner home than he burned to return North and
twenty months later did so accompanied by his two Eskimo companions. He was not to see his homeland for another five years.
Despite frustrations and great suffering, he reached his decadelong goal -- King William Island.
The third voyage -- to reach the Pole -- was climactic.
With an established reputation he was encouraged and financed by
the U.S. government. He obtained a fine vessel and selected his
own crew, which included a Captain Buddington and a strange
German doctor, Emil Bessels.
Early progress to Thule, 500 miles south of the Pole,
was good but then luck changed. Returning from a tiring scouting
foray, he drank some coffee and started to feel ill. Dr. Bessels
treated him for shock. Hallucinating, Hall shouted that Bessels
was trying to kill him. Seeming to improve, he pointed to Bessels
and said, "That man poisoned me." Shortly, he was dead.
He was buried in a hard-dug, shallow grave. The
leaderless expedition floundered, dissension was rife, the
ship sank and the fourteen survivors were rescued by Eskimos.
From the official inquiry that eventually followed,
the Captain was revealed as a weak and drunken figure and Dr.
Bessels as something more -- a calculating, arrogant power
seeker. But the Inquiry Board ruled Hall's death as natural.

i'
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About a century later -- in 1968 -- Chauncey C.
Loomis, Assistant Professor of English at Dartmouth and an
Arctic enthusiast, determined to ferret out the truth.
He obtained permission from the Danish government
to exhume the body which he found still partially preserved
and, sure enough, his tests revealed "Premen dous amounts of
arsenic."

Professor Loomis, carefully searching for the origin
of the arsenic, reached only two possibilities. Either Captain
Hall poisoned himself accidentally or Dr. Bessels poisoned him
with malice forethought.
What do you think? Read the paper, with its addenda
of pictures and newspaper clippings.

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
January 23, 1984
President John Diehl presided. 44 members were present
4 guests. Paper "The Nation of Poets and Thinkers" written and '
read by Gunter Grupp.
How could a nation of poets and thinkers tolerate the
Nazi regime of genocide and hu~an degradation? How could people
Gunter knew and respected -- h1s teachers and friends and even
himself -- let things like that happen? '
'
Gunter gives us a thoughtful account of Dietrich
Bonhoeffer's assessment of the happenings.
In a long history, the Germans have had to learn the
need for and the strength of obedience.
It stems from the structure of the family where the
father dominated and his word was law.
The State was simply an enlargement of the family and
civil disobedience was simply out of the question. The citizen
must do his duty -- unquestioningly, without seeing that the man
of duty will, in the end, have to do his duty by the devil, too.
Thus bound by tradition to obedience the German lacked
the basic understanding of the freedom and duty to make his own
decisions. To the Nazi propoganda and terror apparatus there
was either compliance or passive submission. Few made any
effort to find out what the Nazis were doing to civilians at
home or in occupied lands. True, there was a great deal of
bravery and self-sacrifice, but civil courage hardly anywhere.
For Gunter, the message is that the.human conception
and interpretation of laws, beliefs and theor1es cannot be
absolute. Authority and obedience mean nothing if they are
not tempered by accountability and challenge.
What is needed is personal civil courage and, when
necessary, civil disobedience.

tJ~~ wLL~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
January 30, 1984

1 guest.

President John Diehl presided. 40 members were present,
Budget presented by J. Vincent Aug.
F'1.rs t

paper

II

The Money Tree" written by John

w.

Peck.

.
"Plant walnut trees" was the recomn1endation to John
for h1s arable five acres in Pike County -- and he did a
thousand seedlings from the state. Thus began the ago~y and
the ecstacy of a city boy gone country.
He planted them too close together -- now he is
thinning them. To keep them straight trunked, he has done a
lot of arduous pruning. With some additional planting, he
now has 1,500 trees and, hopefully, 750 will reach maturity.
At $1,000.00 per tree, John has a figure which should not be
displeasing to his grandchildren. In the meantime, his life
has been made richer by the hours spent coddling the "Money
Trees."
J

I

Second paper "Nukes and Kooks" written by J. Vincent
Aug, Jr.
Throughout all the nuclear hoopla one menacing theme
keeps recurring -- is it possible that small world powers and
even smaller terrorist groups will have the bomb in the near
future?
Yes, it is. All the ingredients except plutonium,
which is easily stolen, are available at hardware stores or
chemical supply houses. Consider, too, that a below-average
Princeton undergraduate physics student designed a bomb from
available publications and a garrulous DuPont explosive expert.
(Jonathan's paper describes in vivid detail the composition of
an atomic bomb.)
The prospects are gloomy. This is not time for an acute
siege of nationalism 1n our dealings with large or small nuclear
powers. It could be fatal to mankind. The world is "in this
together."
But take heart -- haven't we got here the ingredients
for world peace?
Third paper "What Does One Do?" written by J. Vincent
Aug.
What does one do for five weeks in Madang, Papua, New
Guinea, when one's wife is incapacitated and immobile in the
local hospital?

Well, first and foremost, he visits her daily and
brings gifts, and works out with the hospital cook a more
appealing menu •.
But it was inevitable that a lawyer, without much
to do, would inquire into the local justice system -- and
that is what Vincent did. Visiting the court presided over
by Judge Brederneyer was rewarding.
There are no private lawyers in Madang, thus civil
matters are processed by the Prosecutor and Public Defender.
Vincent found the wigless judge, in the absence of counsel,
fully involved in the progress of the cases before him. He
asks most of the questions, defines most of the issues, finds
the facts and determines the law.
He had several opportunities to talk to Judge
Brederneyer and, if justice is the constant and perpetual
disposition to give every man his due, Vincent gives the judge
and the system an excellent rating.
The secretary made inquiry as to Louise's condition
she is corning along nicely.

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 6, 1984
President John Diehl presided. 60 members were present,
3 guests. Paper "The Boss was a Self-Starter" written and read by
George Rieveschl.
Not only a self-starter, but the greatest "pliers and
screwdriver man" who ever lived. Consider a few of his contributions
--~new electric ~otor for NCR's cashregisters, a draw-activated
spr~ng-powered reg~ster, an accounting machine. An improved ignition system for automobiles, the self-starter, Duco finishes, low
pressure tires, safety glass, improved lights and carburetors, the
V-8 high-compression engine, oilless bearings, a torsion balancing
system, oil filters, the freon family of refrigerants, ethyl gasoline!
Nothing escaped his attention in his determination to keep the car
owner dissatisfied.
The man himself was greater than the sum of his parts.
Severely nearsighted from birth, he was forced to drop out of
Ohio State because of increasing eye problems. A therapeutic
period of outside work with the telephone company enabled him to
return. His first job upon graduation was with NCR -- in its
invention department. As a result of some permitted moonlighting,
he produced an ignition system for Cadillac -- so successful that
he resigned from NCR and founded "Delco."
His electric self-starter caused Delco to grow like
Topsy and Kettering finally succumbed to GM's blandishments -five million in cash and 30,000 shares of stock.
His GM days were rich and full. In the development
of ethyl gasoline, he was greatly helped by our own Bob Kehoe,
who was then, as now, a leader in industrial toxicology.
The death of his wife, Olive, in 1946 was a severe blow.
She was his only "possession" he never tried to improve upon.
Kettering retired in 1947 and died quietly on November 25, 1958,
at age 82.
Research was his life and passion. A polished, bright,
glistening and glorious fu~ure hi~ goal. His research bore much
fruit and he certainly ach~eved h~s goal of a dynamic life.
George did a great job of re~earch and writing.
','
''
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUT.ES OF MEETING
February 13, 1984

9 guests.

President John Diehl presided.

47 members were present,

President Diehl announced that the joint meeting with
the Indianapolis Literary Club will be held at the Golden Lamb
in Lebanon·on April 27, 1984.
Paper "River's End-?" written and read by Sam Trufant,
who flew up from New Orleans for the presentation.
When God made the world, He had a lot of surplus water
which He turned loose to go where it pleased, and it has been
going where it pleases ever since -- and that is the Mississippi.
At the time of New Orleans' founding, the assumption
was, erroneously, that the river was in a permanent channel where
it would remain and could be contained.
The fact is that in geologic times the Mississippi has
shifted its course many times. Its meanderings the result of the
affluviurn it deposits on sandbars and deltas; earthquakes; floods
and droughts; and man's efforts to control it.
Sam gives us a vivid and factual account of the river's
history. Its future is uncertain and foreboding. One thing is
sure, the Mississippi will again change its course. The only
question is --when?
Man cannot stop it forever-- all that.
is needed is a small earthquake or a massive flood, and the r1ver
will end -- at least as we have known it.

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
February 20, 1984

3 guests.
Stanley.

President John Diehl presided. 44 members were present,
Paper "Go Far East, Young Man" written and read by Ethan

Ethan flies in the face of good advice and gives us
another war story -- his Korean tour of duty.
~e was assigned to the 13th Field Artillery Battalion
as Reconna1sance and Survey Officer. Following a brief introduction to his fellow officers at the Officers' Club, there were
hearty shouts of approval to the chorus of

"Hurray for Stanley, hurray alas!
"Hurray for Stanley, he's a horse's ass!"
Although the conflict had been over about three years,
life in the battalion area was always a challenge -- what with
constant classes, practice alerts and R&R in Tokyo -- the latter
somewhat more subdued than "MASH" R&R's.
Back from R&R, Ethan was assigned as Personnel Officer,
with responsibility, among other things, for recruiting indigenous
labor. In mid-March 1957, he was selected as a courier in charge
of the inflow and outgo of classified material. On his off-duty
Saturdays, he taught English to a Korean University undergraduate
class -- variety is the name of the Army game.
At the end of his tour, Ethan was anxious for home but
with many favorable impressions of a strange, beautiful, rugged
land.

William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
· February 27, 1984

no guests.

President John Diehl presided. 32 members were present,
The Budget was read by James Elder.
First paper, "Heinz Koeppler" written by James Elder.

. .
Heinz Koeppler, born in Germany, became a British
c1t1zen after graduate work at Oxford. As the war neared its
end, Koeppler thought about the prisoners of war interned in
England ~nd wondered about their repatriation. He carne up with
a grand 1dea -- why not send some of these prisoners to school
with no preaching on the evils of the past decades, before the~
were sent home?
It was a tough problem to sell but sell it he did,
with the first groups of 300 attending sessions of from six to
eight weeks. By mid-1948, 4,500 POW's had attended sessions
at Wilton Park. Many of these gained eminence later in Germany
in politics, education and industry.
The program survived cancellation in 1956 and now consists of ten conferences a year with 30/50 invitees from a good
mix of countries outside the Iron Curtain.
Jim and his wife were such invitees and were enthralled
by Koeppler's wit, intelligence and skill in handling discussions.
Jim feels the consequences of his work are incalculable -- thousands
have had lasting and beneficial effects on their attitudes toward
each other's political, economic and social systems and problems.
No wonder that Heinz Koeppler is Jim's "most unforgettable
character."
Second paper, "The Art of Opera" written by George Palmer.
Despite a misspent youth devoted to developing a hard
high curve and the pursuit of the fair s:x, George confesses to
a lifelong love affair with opera -- he JUSt loves the amalgam of
drama with music. His tears, after a well-sung performance, are
tears of pleasure not pain.
His comments on the subject are significant and perceptive.
For example, it is interesting that by and large the Bard has
resisted the efforts of composers -~ probably becau~e, as Shaw
puts it, his words carry their own 1ncornparable mus1c.
Wagner suits George, Puccini does not (he is moved but
not exalted).

. i i ..
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Imperfect a~ it u~ually is, opera is still the greatest
art form. When Don G1ovann1, a perhaps perfect opera, is beautifully sung and acted, it remains with George for weeks and he is
the better for it. No greater tribute can be accorded Art.
George must have been joking when he referred to his
youth as misspent.
Third paper, "Random Thoughts on Scotland" written
by James Elder.
The first thing to understand about Scotland (and never
grasped by Samuel Johnson) is that the Scots are not English -nor are they British. They are a mixed bag-Picts, Gauls, Irish
Scotti's (whence the name), Angles, Saxons, Jutes, Scandanavians
and a sprinkling of Normans.
As for their reputation for niggardliness -- partly
true, partly false -- for centuries Scotland was poor and the
Scot had to mind every penny.
Do not visit Scotland for the pleasure of the table
unless you are satisfied with broth and oatmeal cakes.
1

The Scots take their whiskey and religion seriously;
they are warmhearted; occasionally on the dour side, they have
a laconic and frequently macabre sense of humor.
Jim enlivens each of his observations with a bit of
story delivered with a twinkle in his eye and an authentic
brogue.
The paper was extremely well read.
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
March 5, 1984
President John Diehl presided. 45 members were present.
Paper "Colombia" written and·read by John Warrington.
If you plan a trip to Colombia, do not buy a travel
guide, read John's paper. It is a nice balance of the economy,
geography and history of the country and some suggestions on
food and hotels. His recommendations on things to do and see are
worthwhile.
·
John's familiarity with the sights and customs of
Colombia stem from his frequent visits for duck and dove shooting,
a very rigorous passtime. He plans to return Valentine's Day
in 1985.
It is too bad that John's low-powered reading prevented
many from hearing a most interesting paper.
Following the paper, the minutes for the February meetings
were read and,after correcting the date of the forthcoming
Indianapolis meeting accepted.
In that connection, Charles Robertson gave the details
of time and place and asked for a show of hand~ of those planning
to attend. It appears the meeting will be well attended.
John MacLeod and Henry Briggs were elected to membership.

IJ~ ()~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
March 12, 1984

1 guest.

President John Diehl presided.

38 members were present,

Before the reading of the paper, John MacLeod was welcomed
to membership in the Club and signed the register.
Paper "Dublin Edition" written and read by Samuel F. Pogue.
Sam gives us an interesting paper on calliopes and show
boating; Cincinnati figured prominently in each.
The show boats started as crude "John boats" (flatbottomed, square-ended crafts) which were poled or floated down
stream from landing to landing, wherever a group might gather.
The actors "doubled" as crew or musicians as the need demanded,
hence Sam's misleading pun title. They were generally content
with low wages because, with board and room and transportation
provided, they could keep practically everything they earned.
The performances ranged from "homey" variety acts to
serious dramas in which the characters died or were murdered so
fast costume changes were a harassing problem.
Railroads, automobiles and movies ended the role of
the showboat but left us with the subject for many more regarding
papers.

William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
March 19, 1984

1 guest.

President John Diehl presided.

48 members were present,

.
.
President Diehl asked the members to indicate their
1nt7nt1ons.to ~ttend the joint meeting in Lebanon with the
Ind1a~apol1s L1terary Club. A firm count is essential for
plann1ng the event.
Paper "Minor, Et Al" written and read by Yeatman
Anderson, III.
In the summer of 1869, Father Edward Purcell brother
of the then Archbishop, suggested to the Cincinnati School
Board that the Catholic schools be combined with the public
schools under the control of the School Board.
To the members of the board, the suggestion was like
manna from heaven -- here was a chance to resolve the problems
of a dual system and the dubious legality of Bible reading in
the public schools.
But such was not to be. Instead, all hell broke loose.
Protestants raised the specter of the Pope controlling the
schools; Catholics inveighed against injustice; Jews were submitted to the indignity of a suggestion that school bibles be
retitled "Jewish Mythology."
With reasoned judgment out the window, John Minor,
et al., sued in Superior Court for a permanent injunction restraining the School Board from enforcing a resolution favorable to
unity. The Superior Court ruled for the plaintiff. On appeal,
the Ohio Supreme Court reversed the lower court's decision.

I
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Yeatman's research revealed that of the six lawyers
and three judges involved in the litigation, seven were members
of the Literary Club. Yeatman wonders -- understandably -- if
it could be that over a convivial glass or two it was all
arranged in advance.
Yeatman's paper is must reading for anyone reflecting
on the current proposal to include prayer in the schools.
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William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
March 19, 1984

1 guest.

President John Diehl presided.

48 members were present,

.
.
President Diehl asked the members to indicate their
1nt7nt1ons.to ~ttend the joint meeting in Lebanon with the
Ind1a~apol1s L1terary Club. A firm count is essential for
plann1ng the event.
Paper "Minor, Et Al" written and read by Yeatman
Anderson, III.
In the summer of 1869, Father Edward Purcell, brother
of the then Archbishop, suggested to the Cincinnati School
Board that the Catholic schools be combined with the public
schools under the control of the School Board.
To the members of the board, the suggestion was like
manna from heaven -- here was a chance to resolve the problems
of a dual system and the dubious legality of Bible reading in
the public schools.
But such was not to be. Instead, all hell broke loose.
Protestants raised the specter of the Pope controlling the
schools; Catholics inveighed against injustice; Jews were submitted to the indignity of a suggestion that school bibles be
retitled "Jewish Mythology."
With reasoned judgment out the window, John Minor,
et al., sued in Superior Court for a permanent injunction restraining the School Board from enforcing a resolution favorable to
unity. The Superior Court ruled for the plaintiff. On appeal,
the Ohio Supreme Court reversed the lower court's decision.
Yeatman's research revealed that of the six lawyers
and three judges involved in the litigation, seven were members
of the Literary Club. Yeatman wonders -- under~tandably -- if
it could be that over a convivial glass or two 1t was all
arranged in advance.
Yeatman's paper is must reading for anyone reflecting
on the current proposal to include prayer in the schools.
.i
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Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
March 26, 1984
3 guests.
Levy.

President John Diehl presided. 47 members were present,
Paper "Machiavelli Revisited" written and read by Norman A.

Norman gives us, in simple, compelling verse, his interpretation of twelve chapters from Machiavelli's "The Prince" and
"The Discourses." They reveal, with poetic clarity and intensity,
a few of Machiavelli's themes -- the need for firm leadership, the
importance of changing with the times, the ease with which people
yield to demagoguery, the requirement for loyalty to the regime
among citizens and soldiers, the effect of chance on human affairs
and always the recognition that the pursuit and maintenance of
power is a precarious occupation.
I am sure that Machiavelli would smile at some of Norman's
humorous lines but would agree completely that Norman accurately
portrayed his views on the struggles for power among men, whether
in politics or business or even the family unit.
The paper, though hardly an orthodox budget, was a gem.

LJ~~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
April 2, 1984
President John Diehl presided. 52 members were present,
2 guests. Paper "My War Story -- Only a Compilation" written and
read by Elliott P. Palmer.
Before the paper, Henry Briggs signed the register (see
end of minutes).
Elliott's paper is not his war story-- rather the story
of Clement Vallandigharn's battle with the Civil War and President
Lincoln's handling of it.
We get a good picture of Vallandigham. "A demagogue of
real vigor with so much honesty as is compatible with selfdeception"; a man whose "character inspired no respect" -- in
short a demagogue of the first water. He was against slavery
in principle and urged immediate armistice and friendly foreign
mediation.
Elliott takes us through Vallandigham's inflammatory
opposition to Lincoln; his trial, confiction and sentencing to
prison for treason; Lincoln's modification to having him handed
over to the Confederates; his subsequent escape to Bermuda and
thence to Canada where the Democrats of Ohio nominated him for
governor.
Upon his furtive return to Ohio, he resumed his railing
against Lincoln but was largely ignored and his star began to
fall. In 1871, he carne to the conclusion that the results of
the Civil War had to be accepted and he urged all to turn to
the living issues of a new day. He turned to death that same
year.
An interesting, informative vignette of Ohio history.
The Secretary read the minutes for the March meeting.
Frank Davis objected to the Secretary's.st~tement that Hen;y.
Briggs "signed the register." Frank sa1d 1t should state s1gned
the Constitution" and called upon Eslie to confirm his objection.
Eslie did so and that ended the matter.
charles Robertson gave further information on the Lebanon
meeting and expressed the hope that we would rna~ch the 35
Indianapolis Literary Club members who are comm1tted to attend.

;j~~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
April 9, 1984

3 guests.
Merkel.

Preside~t.John Diehl presided. 55 members were present,
Paper V~ew from a Hilltop" written and read by Edward w.

Charles Robertson asked for prompt response on attendance
at the Lebanon joint meeting with the Indianapolis Literary Club.
Ed's paper tells us how the world of 1984 looks to him.
By.way of bac~grou~d, he touches on the schooling,
working, farn~ly and soc~al l1fe from which his views have evolved.
One of his discoveries is the "Cannibal Principle"
which reminds us never to fool with another's culture unless
we are sure we understand it and know how its parts interact.
(cf "hypothetical syllogism" in any book on logic.)
On the environment, Ed goes back to Genesis in which
God makes it pretty plain that man was given the earth and everything in it, save himself. Failure of extreme environmentalists
to apply the Cannibal Principle leaves them wallowing in fragmenting obsessions.
On liberalism, he finds that modern liberalism has
turned basic concepts upside down. In place of a noninterventionist
state, we have one that is steadily more intrusive. Instead of
economic freedom, it offers economic restraints and simple-minded
sweetness.
Most damaging of all, Ed believes the forces of reform
have offered us no organizing, no unifying, principle. We are
doing to ourselves what the missionaries did to the cannibals -we are making great changes in our social structure and values
with no real conception of their ultimate effect.
The Secretary would like to comment on a statement in
Ed's opening remarks to the effect that we have had fe~ paper~
of an autobiographical nature. The Secretary, along w1th Esl~e
Asbury, feels that almost every paper tells something about the
writer. In his "View from a Hilltop" Ed tells us a lot about
himself -- that he likes to write and does it well; that he has
a lovely sense of humor; that he thinks.c~ea7ly ~nd coge~tly;
and that his cynicism stems from an opt1m7st1c v1ew of l1fe . . so
that all of the members can get to know h1m even better, Ed w1ll
try next time to speak more loudly.

0~~

William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
April 16, 1984
President John Diehl presided. 53 members were present.
Paper "Two Armed Tales to One" written and read by Rollin Workman.
Rollin gives us two stories of two eighteen-year-old
men of arms -- William Cotenord and Guillaume du Cob~ Nord (only
a minimal knowledge of French is required to make the name connection).
William Cotenord was a British soldier who died in 1918
on the eve of the World War I armistice. He was a member of a
three-man patrol that was wiped out when an inconstant moon
revealed their presence to the enemy. As he lay dying in a shell
hole, the sounds of a bell rang out loud and clear. With the
element of surprise gone, the proposed attack was called off.
A few hours later, the armistic was declared. The bell sounds
had prevented needless carnage.
Guillaume du Cot~ Nord was a valiant young French
soldier who died in 1415 from wounds received in battle with
the British. Mortally wounded, his armor pierced by an arrow,
Guillaume somehow managed to reach the chantry near his home.
A bell sound rang out and summoned Guillaume's father to the
chantry where they found Guillaume's body outside the door. No
clue as to who rang the bell was ever found.
Rollin builds suspense and mystery to each tale with
amazing precise details which give an air of reality to this
delightful fantasy. It is another case in which fiction is
stranger than truth.

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
April 23, 1984
President John Diehl presided. 55 members were present,
1 g~est. N~ sno7ers. After a preliminary reminder about the upcom1ng meet1ng W1th the Indianapolis Literary Club at the Golden
Lamb, we heard a paper "The Almighty Dollar" written and read by
John W. Peck.
John's essay belongs to that venerable class, the hobby
paper. That we stayed awake for it is a tribute to his skill with
the form and ~o his knowledge of his audience. The paper avoided
most of the p1tfalls of its kind, giving us a satisfying overview
of the lawn with attention to only selected blades of the more
~nteresting grasses. Combine this with some wry wit at appropriate
1ntervals and the assumption that this Club will always pay attention
when the subject i~plies financial gain, and you will know why heads
nodded frequently 1n assent or approbation, so seldom in incipient
slumber.
The entire paper is an extended metaphor punning on
pursuit of the buck, introduced by the outrageous claim that
"tracking down the coin of the realm in large, unselective
quantities is frustrating for one who earns his daily bread,
and very little cake, as a public servant." John managed to
deadpan this for only about five seconds, responding to the
extended laughter first with a puckish twinkle and finally with
a full-scale chorus of silent but palpable "ho, ho, ho's."
This momentary lapse in decorum once past, John led us directly
into the real territory of his discourse, numismatics, and onto
his particular turf, the realm of the so-called Morgan dollar,
named for its creator, George T. Morgan, and minted from 1878
through 1904 and again, for a brief revival, in 1921. On our
tour we learned, among other things, that Morgan's model, once
her identity became known, "suffered employment problems similar
to those of the Springfield, Ohio, female police officer who
posed in the buff for Playboy." We were introduced to a variety
of arcana, ranging from a description o~ the three-dimensiona~
pantograph used in making dies at the m1nt to the sy~tem now.1n
use for grading collectible coins, and from more obv1ous tra1ts
that contribute to value -- such as bag marks -- to such fine
points as the angle at which the mint mark has been struck.
Crossing back and forth~ross the "wavering line" that separates
the collector from the investor, John gave us a good deal of .
insight into the aesthetic plea~~res of the one and the potent1al
monetary rewards of the other, provoking audible astonishment
with some of the prices quoted. Your acting Secretary wonders,
though if we should let anyone get away un-groaned-at for
saying' in a paper about Morgans that he had foresworn the "horsetrading element."

John brought along high-quality samples of the first
25 Morgan dollars and thoughtfully appended to his typescript a
bibliography for potential investors, fillips to a witty and
stimulating paper.

Randolph L. Wadsworth, Jr.
Secretary Pro Tern
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JOINT MEETING
INDIANAPOLIS LITERARY CLUB
AND
CINCINNATI LITERARY CLUB
April 27, 1984

.
Thirty-five members of the Indianapolis Literary Club
and th1rty m7mbers of the Cincinnati Literary Club met Friday
evening, Apr1l 27, 1984, at the Golden Lamb at Lebanon, Ohio.
The session was started on a spirited note with a
bounteous open bar.
President John Diehl welcomed the guests and presented
President Kriplin with a copy of the Literary Club's !25th
Anniversary volume.
President Kriplin responded for the Indianapolis ·
group and presented a framed quotation from "Torn Sawyer Abroad"
apropos the proprieties of sleeping while one is reading, and
a copy of their 1974 Century book.
An excellent roast beef dinner had all present in
good humor for Eslie Asbury's paper on Renowned Hoosiers who
were Literary Club members. Eslie's paper was the evening's
standout. Charles Myer read a paper on Harold Ross of New
York fame.
After much pleasant conversation, the party ended.
A good time was had by all.
Charles Robertson and Dan Morse deserve commendation
for their excellent arrangements.

0~~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
April 30, 1984
,
President John Diehl presided. 52 members were present.
Esl1e Asbury read a memorial to the late Logan Morrill. The
Budget was organized and read by Herbert F. curry.
I~ dthfe first paper, "Yesterday's Deterrent," Herbert F.
Curry was rn1n ~1 of a former president's admonition against
tra~elogues. H1s paper detailing a visit to Dry Tortugas was
a h1story lesson.

Herb and a friend flew to Dry Tortugas due west of
Key West to see Fort Jefferson, the largest of the third-system
forts built after 1817.
Earlier systems, built beginning in 1794, featured
mostly earthworks and were smaller and less efficiently designed.
The third system was conceived as the ultimate deterrent of its
era, designed to protect the United States from attack by sea.
The prevailing doctrine at the time was that warships could not
successfully attack land fortifications.
Fort Jefferson stands largely as a monument to Joseph
Gilbert Totten (1788-1864), the tenth graduate of the U.S.
Military Academy and a specialist in casemates, or bombproof
enclosures for cannon. The last of the forts Totten designed
and built used iron plates to withstand enemy fire.
Fort Jefferson's specific purpose was to deny a
potential enemy, a base from which the Gulf Coast could be
threatened or gulf navigation impaired.
Fort Jefferson was still unfinished when it was occupied
by federal troops in the Civil War. For ten years afterward, it
was a federal prison, whose most famous prisoner was Dr. Samuel
Mudd, a figure in the trial of c~nspirators in Lincoln'~ assass~na
tion. Dry Tortugas was an occas1onal anchorage, a coal1ng stat1on
and a wildlife refuge.
Today it exists merely as a tourist attraction and
as a reminder that no deterrent deters forever.
The second paper was "Unconditional Surrender" by
Gunter Grupp.
The term "unconditional surrender" entere~ the world's
lexicon in 1943 in the wake of the Roosevelt-Churchlll conference
a t Casa bl anca. Hl'storians continue to assess
. the . reasons for the
doctrine'senunciation, but most agree that 1ts pr1rne purpose was

to leave no do~bt about the total defeat of the Axis powers. No
future.generat1on of Germans would be able to speak of an
e~se~t1ally undefeated Germany stabbed in the back by internal
d1ss1dents •
. . Gunter's paper speculated on the ramifications of
uncond1t1onal surrender unforeseen by its authors •
. on~ was the discouraging consequences for the peace
movement 1ns1de Germany. Unconditional surrender to its members
meant that there was little reward in removing th~ Nazi leader- '
ship in expectation of negotiating with the Allies and hastening
the war's end.
Another was the annihilation of civilian populations
at the Nazis' hands, which might have been forestalled by the
war's earlier end. Gunter specifically detailed the fate of
Hungary's Jewish community of 750,000. As late at 1944, this
community was largely intact. But in March 1944, Germany overran
Hungary, whose Axis loyalties were wavering, and began the mass
deportation and ultimate execution of its Jews.
Unconditional surrender stemmed in large measure from
the Anglo-American disposition to see the war in moral terms.
Only a few historians regard it today as either a thoughtful
or intelligent strategy.
The final paper was "The Dragon Slayer" by Edward W.
Merkel.
Ed shared with us the hitherto unknown legend of Sir
Mordant, a less prominent figure in the Round Table, whose
eccentricities included the invention of the fork and a preference
for wearing the back half of his suit of armor.
Sir Mordant was rarely entrusted with deeds of valor
and chivalry except when the other knights had nights out. One
such occasionaame one April when Lady Liaison came to the Round
Table distressed by the devastation wrought in her domain by a
dragon.
Sir Belvedere would have preferred sending a more
prom1s1ng knight. But he had no alternativ~ to ~ir ~orda~t,
who set out with Lady Liaison, notwithstand1ng h1s d1sbel1ef
in dragons. At the end of a day's travel they stopped for the
night at the Monastery of the Golden Crown.
on their arrival at their destination, .a serf named
Terse attached himself to Sir Mordant, an~, leav1ng Lady
Liaison safe in her castle, they set out.ln search of.the ~ragon.
What they found was two ferocious~ hattl1~g ~oars, whlch Sl~
Mordant promptly slew. Then, tak1ng a sw1m ln ahnearby pon '
Sir Mordant found a large log which he rode to s ore.
-2-

By the time Sir Mordant and Terse returned to Lady
Liaison's castle, she had already heard of their valorous deeds:
Sir Mordant had turned the dragon into two boars and the lake
monster into a log.
Feigning illness to escape spending the night in Lady
Liaison's room, Sir Mordant slept on a pile of hay in a tower
room.
The next day, Sir Mordant, with Terse in two, returned
to the Round Table. England was free of dragons forever after.

~

Thomas Gephardt
Secretary Pro Tern
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MINUTES OF MEETING
MAY 7, 1984
President John Diehl presiding. Forty-one members and
two guests. Paper "Confucius in Exile, or Only God Can Make a
Tree but Anyone Can Plant an Acorn" written and read by Charles
Henry Long.
How many people have an opportunity to found a univers1'ty
and watch it grow into a major center of learning?
In the months following the end of the Chinese Communist
Revolu~ion, a c~llection of Chinese scholars, fearing the destruction
of the1r Confuc1an legacy, sought a haven in which to preserve a
5,000-year-old legacy.
They found the answer in the creation of New Asia
College, whose first home was two small apartments in the slums
of Kowloon in the environs of Hong Kong. The first population
of New Asia College was an impoverished band of educators and
their disciplines, living, eating, studying together. The teachers
lectured from memory; the students consulted whatever books they
had brought with them from the mainland.
The New Asia Association was formed after a few years
to offer encouragement and assistance and to lend an air of
seriousness and permanence. A more prestigious affiliation
came with the arrival of Yale in China. Though it had no
official connection with Yale University, Yale in China was
formed around the turn of the century by Yale alumni, students
and faculty members to supplement the work of U.S. missionaries
in China.
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In 1953, after some debate about whether Yale in China
should concentrate its post-revolutionary work in Hong Kong or
in Taiwan, the former was chosen as the more suitable. A second
decision was to render assistance to the already flourishing New
Asia College. A third was to entrust the e~tire enterprise to
Charles Long. His assignment was.t~ esta~l1sh a perm~nent campus,
reorganize the curriculum and adm1n1strat1on and obta1n government
recognition of its degrees.
Hong Kong in these years was undergoing extraor~in~ry
growth, from a population of 150,000 to more that thr7e m1ll1on.
Most of the newcomers were penniless refugees from Ch1na. At
one point the Kowloon section counted 650,000 people to the
square miie, the highest density ever recorded anywhere. ~he
growth of Hong Kong posed challenges that only old hands l1ke
the British colonial service could handle.

The ultimate fruit of Charles' work and the work
dedicated colleagues was the preservation of what deserved
preserved. The test of New Asia College, Charles learned,
in what its graduate did, but in the quality of life their
and grandchildren lived.

of his
to be
lay not
children

Charles Long was part of a great adventure, and his
first paper was an exciting account of memorable years.

Thomas s. Gephardt
Secretary Pro Tern
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MINUTES OF f-lEETING
MAY 14, 1984
President John Diehl presiding. Fifty-four members, two
guests present. Paper "Mass Traps" written and read by John c. Lee.
John's paper is an essay on modern-day mass entrapment.
It delineates the restraints and restrictions on human liberty in
the areas of education, air travel, the armed services, labor
unions, smoking, the medical field plus some pertinent observations
on crowd sense.
He does more than spell out the problem, he gives clear,
tested ways of avoiding mass traps, and, if caught, suggests simple
ingenious ways to deal with them in an intelligent manner.
If you have been frustrated by waiting in doctors'
offices, queing up in endless lines, endeavoring to enroll in
a college course or traveling by air, the paper is must reading.
And it was good to see John again after a long hard
winter of Florida, Hawaii and New Zealand.
In the business meeting that followed, the Secretary
read the minutes for April without, mirabile dictu, criticism.
President Diehl responded to a letter pleading for
sound amplification and said that Woody Garber was checking into
the matter.

William A. Sullivan
Secretary

I'

MINUTES OF MEETING
MAY 21, 1984
President John Diehl presiding.
two guests present.

Forty-four members,

Eslie Asbury read a memorial to James Albert Maxwell,
prepared by Sam Pogue, Gene Mihaly and Eslie Asbury. The Secretary
was instructed to send the original to Jim's widow.
Galbraith.

Paper "The Black Hornet" written and read by Robert M.

The "Black Hornet" is Jacob Burnet -- so called because
of his invariable black dress and his penetrating cross-examination
technique.
His early manhood sets the stage for the life that
followed. He was reared in the exciting days of the Revolution;
graduated with honors from Princeton; admitted to the New Jersey
Bar; whence, despite ailing health, he repaired to the wilderness
city of Cincinnati.
There he practiced law vigorously under arduous conditions,
recovered his health, and gained prominence in his profession.
Various legislative and
was elected to the U.S. Senate in
resolved a messy land speculation
all. He returned to private life
of the Miami Canal from Dayton to

judicial posts followed. He
1828. In that capacity, he
deal to the satisfaction of
after seeing the construction
Lake Erie approved.

He amassed a considerable fortune, had a hotel named
after him, engaged in an assortment of philanthr~pies and died
a faithful if not completely conformed Presbyter1an.
Audio problems in connection with Bob's excellent paper
emphasize the need for an amplification system.

h)~ a~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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MINUTES OF MEETING
JUNE 11, 1984
With John Diehl presiding for the last time as President,
72 members of the Club assembled at John Wulsin's lovely home for
an absolutely perfect evening -- and that includes the setting
the food and drink, the service, Bud Macht's paper and the full
moon which lighted our reluctant departure.
Charlie Robertson deserves kudos for his organization
of the party and Roz and John Wulsin for their gracious hospitality.
Paper "Cincinnati's Opening Knight" written and read by
Martin B. Macht.
Do you believe that a military hero, a sportsman involved
in the founding of our national pastime, an originator of a huge
corporation, a political power, the man responsible for the
nation's most successful celebration of itself, the first director
of the Cincinnati Art Museum, the only American ever to receive
British knighthood, and last, but not least, a member of The Literary
Club should be largely unremembered? Unthinkable, but true!
Thanks to Bud's fine paper, Alfred Traber Goshorn came
alive again for one fine evening.
Bud took us from Goshorn's birth, his early Cincinnati
days and through the variety of his subsequent achievements. It's
a great story and we share Bud's wonderment that not a single statue
commemorates his memory.
The paper was well written and crisply read -- a fine
climax to a memorable evening.
The secretary takes this occasion to thank the membership
for the great privilege of serving as your Secretary these past
few years. I have come to know you well -- and to know you is
to love you.

!J~.~
William A. Sullivan
Secretary

MINUTES OF MEETING
June 4, 1984
President John Diehl presided. 55 members were present
2 guests. Paper "Ubinam Gentium Sumus" written and read by Charl~s M.
Barrett.
Charlie's paper is an interesting mix of fact and fancy.
It is t~e year 21?7 and a representative of the computercontrolled state ~s present~ng a paper at The Literary Club on the
Gulf Stream as it existed in 1984.
~ommunication in 2177 is
st~ll ~mperfect.
For example,

largely through thought control
but
the speaker finds himself continually interrupted in his account of the Gulf Stream by George
Orwell.
.

Despite the intrusion, he sets George to right on many
of his predictions. For example: The world in 2177 is a harmonious
hegemony consisting of two oceans and three continents (the last
nuclear war in 1998 transformed the Atlantic Ocean into a vast
fertile valley).
The computer rules the world -- it controls the weather,
the creation and disposal of human beings and human thought. (Only
recently 70 million people were banished because it had picked up
some forbidden ideas on freedom, liberation and equality.)
It is no longer necessary to think, nor to eat, nor to
read or study. Sex? -- a subject confined to flowers. People
average ten feet tall and come in all colors. Life expectancy -120 for males, 130 for females. Gold is as cheap as cement and
replaces it as a building material. Disease is passe and doctors
are now able to pursue their secondary occupation -- golf -- full
time.
Clearing up these matters interfered with the speaker's
explanation of the Gulf Stream which, by itself, would have been
a most informative paper.
As communication with George fades, the speaker does
express the opinion that George's predictions painted too dim a
picture of the world. He is somewhat surprised to hear a "God
Bless You" from George.
All of which does evoke from the nethe~ world Cicero's
query "Ubinam gentium sumus" -- wherein the world are we? The
speak~r's response to George is a comforting "And God Bless You
Too, George."

.'
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In the business meeting that followed, the Secretary
read the minutes for May. They were accepted after assurance
that mention would be made that no meeting was held on May 28
and that a name correction would be made in Charles Long's paper.
Election of officers followed. The election of a new
Secretary made what would otherwise have been a dull performance
interesting and exciting. The new slate is: President - Woodward
Garber; Vice President - William Sullivan; Secretary - James Elder;
Treasurer - George Rieveschl; Clerk - Thomas Gephardt; Trustee Charles Robertson.

William A. Sullivan
Secretary
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